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lern takes pride in honoring her own. Our
'.'r subject is Dr. Kenneth W. Perry, '42,
essor of accountancy at the University of
ois, who was named Outstanding Alumnus
1969 at the annual Alumni Banquet. The
\y columns of Arlington moke o fitting
<ground for Ken, who is featured in on
:le on page 15.
'blished biannually as a bulletin of Eastern
ucky University for the Eastern Alumni As-
Jtion. Other bulletins are published by the
ersity in July, August, November, January,
uary, March ond April, and entered at the
Office at Richmond, Kentucky 40475, as
nd Class matter. Subscriptions are included
Association annual gifts. Address all cor-
ondence concerning editorial matter or cir-
tion to: The Eastern Alumnus, Eastern Ken-
y University, Richmond, Kentucky 40475.
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NOTES . . . From the Editor's Desk
ALUMNI DAY, as always, was
a wonderful time of rene\\-ed
acquaintances, with its sliare oi
those things \\hich seem to make
each .\lumni Day sometliing spe-
cial. .A.t each of these gatherings
the culmination of e\-ents ne\'er
fails to make you e\'en happier to
be an Eastern graduate: proud to
be a part of a famil\- of IS.OOO
ahmmi.
A record graduation class of
1,352 at commencement exercises
wave tlie Association a big boost
and brought the %\eekend of fes-
ti\itics to an auspicious climax.
THE SELECTION of Kenneth
Pern-. '42. as the recipient of
this year's Outstanding Alumnus
Award was a real masterstroke on
the part of the selection commit-
tee. Professor of accountanc\^ at
the Universits- of Illinois. Ken is
recognized as one of the nation's
leading teachers in the preparation
of Certfied Public Accountants.
It's hai-d to imagine a more
loval, devoted alumnus than Ken,
wiio adorns the cover of tins issue
of the Alumnus. He gives Eastern
a big share of credit for lus suc-
cess. "We been under Eastern s
influence for 44 \cars." he said.
"Six of m\- first eight teachers were
Eastern graduates, and my room-
mate for the last 27 years is an
Eastern grad." Ken married Shirle\^
Kimball, '42.
i^NE OF THE MOST enjov-
^-^ able and memorable events
of the Alumni Day - Commence-
ment weekend came Sunday morn-
ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
R. R. Richards. .\s xou kno\\\ Mrs.
Richards is the former Alumni
Secretary for \\4iom tlie Mary
Frances Richards Alumni House
\\as named.
Mrs. Richards was hostess of a
breakfast in honor of the CTaduati'so
of the "Pioneer" classes at Eastern.
"SHOP" (Sweetheart of the Pion-
eers), as the early grads call Mrs.
Richards, served u]3 a Kentuckv-
st\lc breakfast of fresh strawber-
ries (from their garden), old Ken-
tuckv Ham and a tasty egg cas-
serole.
The Pioneers present—C. H. Gil-
ford, Leslie Anderson, Dudley H.
Starnes and Cam S. Holbrook. all
of '09. and Mrs. Jennie Jeffers
Ashb\-. 07—presented their Sweet-
lieart with a string of pearls.
It is al\\a\s a real pleasure and
]3ri\ilege to be ai-ound the mem-
l^ers of Eastern's early graduating
classes. It's onl\- then that you can
appreciate just how deeply rooted
the Eastern spirit is, and that 60
\ears between commencement
dates isn't enough to keep a couple
of Eastern grads from ha\dng a
lot in common.
^^'hen \ou combine an op]>ortim-
it\- like that and a Nhiry Frances
Richards breakfast, it's especially
worthwliile . . . and delicious.
A SINCERE EASTERN SA-LL'TE to Western Kentucky
I'nixersitv President Kellv Thomp-
son, who lias resigned, effectix'e
September. 1969. after proxiding
14 \ears of aggre5si\e leadersliip
to tlie hilltoii school. More than
half of his 60 \ ears has been de-
\(ited to Western, and the ser\ice
he has gi\en, both as the public
relations officer and as president,
lias been noteworthy.
At the conclusion of the last
facultx' dinner of the spring. Presi-
dent NLirtin asked the Eastern
facult\- to rise and gi\e President
Thom|5son, whose resignation had
been announced onlv a few hours
earher, a standing ovation. This is
indicative of the real spirit that
exists between the two "friendh"
rixals."
It is because of this spirit, not
onh' between Eastern and \\'est-
ern, but betw'een all four of the
regional universities, that Ken-
tucky can boast of perhaps the
strongest system of regional uni-
\ersities in the nation. At least,
that's the o))inion of educational
experts on the national level.
It's a shame that tlie real stor\'
is not commonly kno\\'n. That's a
story of cooperation, not co-exist-
ence, and a spirited competition
between Eastern, Western, Muir
and Morehead.
Thanks to men like Ke
Thompson, .\dron Doran, Ralj
Woods, (and Hany Sparks, Woo
successor at Murray), and Robi
Martin, Kentucky can now bo;
of four public educational insti
'
tions that can compare with a
similar unixersities in the nati(
^^> all owe these men a huge d«
of gratitude.
'Ti HE \\ORD RELE\ANCE 1
- been overused, misused, a.
abused.
This has created a kind of "(
wolf" sNHidrome over the wo:
Afterall, if e\'erytliing is call
rele\ant, when something d
really has some bearing con
along, what do \ou call it? Th«
our quandary, not with one, 1:
two, items in this issue of 1
Alumnus.
We are especialh' pleased
ha\e another oppoi-trmity to pr
some of the thoughts of Dr. Fl
ence R. Stratemeyer, distinguisl
professor of education. From i;
perspective of a ]ierson who 1*
spent her entire adidt life in eci
cation. Miss Sti-atemever writes ||
change, critical and rational tliii^
ing, and commitment to \aki
v
These are "educational inipe - li
tivcs" she savs, and she lays lj|l
resix)nsibilit\- on more than one
;
of shoulders.
For those of von who are tii
of seeing criticism without 1
offering of workable altemativ
Miss Stratemever's article—orig
ally presented as a speech at Ei
ern's KEA breakfast—should be
freshing, as well as "rele\'ant."
The second of our timely ite
in this issue is tlie special arti'
entitled, "\\'ho's in Ch;ii-ge?"
looks at the whole issue of "w
should be running our colleges £
unixersities. Its conclusion maj
a remarkable parallel with wi
Miss Sti-atemeyer has to sav ab^
"educational imperativ^es." It's
"joint responsibility."
EKlil
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THE FACE-LIFTING is complete
for Arlington Estate, the elegant
ancestral home which will serve as
official host for the Eastern family.
The mansion, which was the generous
gift of W. Arnold Hanger, will soon
provide a new unity through com-
panionship, recreation and relaxa-
tion.
And the benefactor is you.
You—alumni, faculty and staff
—
will enjoy the social and recreational
activities made available by this
unique undertaking.
Arlington
belongs
to you
Riili iii>iH<intincnt.s such as the draperies, ornate trim and
aniiipiia arc a pari of Arlington's diverse personalitip
"To promote closer relation-
ships among the Faculty, Staff
and Alumni of Eastern Kentucky
University." This is the purpose
of Arlington, according to the by-
laws of Arlington Association, the
non - profit organization estab-
lished to direct the growth and
development of this beautiful
estate.
In short, Arlington Association
belongs to you.
It was established, and has been
designed with you in mind.
Through your membership, you
will be able to relax in an Old
South atmosphere — enjoy the
many advantages afforded via
tennis courts, a swimming pool, a
golf course, or other recreational
facilities.
It has all the advantages of a
Country Club, framed by the
gently rolling hills of Blue Grass
Country.
This is Arlington
. .
. and you.
It is a multi-pui-pose complex
designed to accommodate the
most discriminating tastes.
The swimming pool is lighted
for night-tune patio or poolside
parties. It contains regulation
lanes for competitive swimming
and a separate, deep-water pool
with three springboards for div-
ing. For the kiddies, there are
two' small pools for wading.
Nearby are large locker room
facilities and a pro shop for the
golf course.
Two lighted tennis courts ai'e
located just behind the house.
A horse barn was completely
reno'vated both inside and out. It
contains a 16-foot fireplace, a
#rlington
\
stage area and a large dancing
floor. This building was designed
solely for the use of Eastern stu-
dents.
Sandwiched between these rec-
reational and social faciUties is a
parking ai'ea which will accomo-
date 250 cars. An additional 50
parking spaces are available
around the house if needed.
The nine-hole golf course which
will be in use in June 1970, will
be a picturesque 3,242-yard, par
36 layout which meanders around
the 16-acre lake to provide the
greatest possible challenge. An
additional nine holes is scheduled
in the future.
The farm area also will be
made available for academic use,
such as agricultural, geological,
and biological sciences.
A massive fireplace aitli bas-relief panel, hand-painted
frieze and beautiful cltandclier dominates one of tlie
dinintr rooms.
Audubon prints decorate every room, as in tliis case, the main dining area.
A tie
to the past . .
.
links with the future
There are rooms assigned spe-
cifically for such things as play-
ing cards, billiards, checkers and
chess. A library area also is avail-
able.
The mansion, buUt m 1814, af-
fords the luxui'ies and comfort of
a Southern plantation. In short,
Arlinglon provides a precious
hnk with the past.
It is the elegant ancestral home
of the Hanger family and was
pi'esented to Eastern in memory
of Col. and Mrs. Harry B. Hanger,
parents of the donor.
The mansion was built by Cap-
tAin Will Arnold, Mr. Hanger's
grandfather. Brick for the three-
story residence was kilned on the
property by slaves. Much of the
original brick remains, but the
interior has been completely ren-
ovated.
Care was taken to maintain the
handsome spaciousness of Georgi-
an architecture, which is noted
for its high ceilings, square-pro-
portioned rooms and tall win-
dows. The remodeling has been
thorough to assure the greatest
possible comfort, but such things
as oriental rugs, Audubon prints
and other antiques remain to lend
the Old South atmosphere.
Dr. Martin, while acknowledg-
ing Arlington's hospitality to
alumni, adds that the mansion is
"an asset unparalleled in attract-
ing, and keeping, highly qualified
faculty and staff. A beautiful
place like Arlington, with facili-
ties foT wholesome recreation for
professors and their families, will
help us greatly in adding fine
faculty men and women to our
staff. We will always be grateful
to Mr. Hanger for his farsighted-
ness and public service."
Membership in Arlington Asso-
ciation is a\ailable to members of
the faculty and staff of Eastern,
The pool area features two kiddie pooh where young-
sters ean frolic.
#rlinqton
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members of the Alumni Associa-
tion, and those who have joined
the Century Club and maintain
membership in the Alumni Asso-
ciation.
Famil\- memberships are avail-
able, as well as individual mem-
berships for unmarried persons
only.
All persons who join prior to
September, 1969, will be recog-
nized as founding members.
The management of the Club is
vested in a Board of Dii-ectors of
22 members. Eleven are ex-of-
ficio and 11 will be elected from
the resident membership, which
is confined to persons residing or
having a place of business in
Madison County or adjacent
counties. The elected directors
will include four alumni mem-
bers, four from the faculty and
three at-large meinbers.
A number of committees is
being organized among resident
members to function in an ad-
visory capacity for the Board of
Directors. These committees will
govern such areas as member-
ship, social functions, outdoor
activities, library facilities, and
grounds maintenance and im-
provement.
The \aiious committees have
been established to assure the
greatest possible involvement by
the individual members.
This then, is Arlington ... a
new tie with Kentucky's past
that constitutes one of Eastern's
greatest links with the future . . .
and you, her alumni.
The main pool is a "doiible-L" with tltree sprinnhoards and
has aniplc space for swimmers, divers, and siinworshipers.
„
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The lighted tennis courts overlook the student recrea-
tion center.
Golf coursi
!
I
I
to offer greates!
possible challengi
il
Golf Course Data
3,242 Yards—Par 36
HOLE PAR YDS.
1 4 360
2 4 370
3 5 500
4 5 462
5 3 183
6 4 380
7 3 157
8 4 440
9 4 390
Total 36 3242
I
Framed by one of the Jars^c trees of the mansion's lawn, the
golf eoiirsc's scvcntli green takes shape at the edge of the lake.
\
#rlington
^A^-'^^^^ "
lifr^lon golf course- set for completion in June, 1970. Aluiunus Drawing hi/ Rodger True.
f
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Information
1. Arlington Association is the name of the or-
ganization being fonned for tlie operation
of the Arlington Club, including the Aihng-
ton House, swimming pool, tennis courts
and adjacent outdoor areas.
2. Membership in ArUngton x\ssociation is
voluntary and will be available to the fol-
lowing:
(a) Members of the Facidty and Staff of
Eastern Kentucky University
(b) Alumni of Eastern Kentucky University
who ai-e members of the Alumni Asso-
ciation
(c) Members of the Centin-y Club who
maintain membership in the Alumni
Association
3. ^iemberships will be of two t\'pes:
(a) Family Memberships-
Entitles all members of the immedi-
ate familv of a inember to full club
membership. Immediate family is de-
fined as husband, wife and mimanied,
dependent chilcbTn (less than eighteen
vears of age or who have not graduated
from high school) lixdng in a single
household.
(b) Individual Membershiijs—
Indi\idna] memberships shall be held
only bv unmamed persons.
4. Resident Members are those residing or
having a place of liusiness in Madison
countv or counties adjacent to Madison
Countv.
5. All members of the Club as of Se)itember
30, 1969, .shall be Founding Members of
the Arlington Association.
6. The management of the Club shall be
vested in a Board of Directors of U\ent\-
two members, eleven of whom shall be
ex officio and eleven elected from the resi-
dent membership. Elected directors shall
include four alinnni members, four fidin
the faculty and tlnee at-large dii-ectors.
I'^ntil such time as the elected members can
be chosen, the ex officio members shall
ser\e as the Board of Directors. Officers
of the Board shall be Chairman, Vie
Chairman, Secretarv and Treasurer. Vai
ous committees of the resident membel
will function to advise the Board of Dire
tors in matters of Club management.
The Board of Directors may appoint
emplov a Manager and necessarv staff f
the dav-to-day operation of the Club.
Fees and Dues for Resident Members
Ind
Initiation Fees(a)
Founding Members
Family vidu
$50.00 $25.1
40.00 20.'
40.00 20.
40.00 20.
40.00 20.
$ 9.00 $ 4.
Famib
First Year
Second Year-
Initiation Fees
Non-Foimding Members
Fii-st Ycai-
Second Year
Third Year
(b) Dues, Per Month
(Dues mav be j^aid monthh-, quarter
semi-annuallv or annualh' in acUanc
8. Fees and Dues for Non-Resident Membeij'
Ind!
(a) Initiation Fees
Founding Members
First Year
Second Year
Tliird Year
Initiation Fees
Xon-Founding Members
First Year
Second Year-
Third Year
(b) Dues, Per Month
(Dues mav be paid monthh-, quarlei
semi-annuallv or aniuiallv in adNunt
9. Dues were i^ayable beginning June 1. 19
10. .An application for membership is at page
If you wish to join the Arlington Assoc
tion, please complete the form and subn
together ^\'itll >()iu- check in the amoimt
tlie lu'st years initiation fee, to Mr. S.
Castle, Secretary of the Arlington Assoc
tion, Room 2, Coates Administration Bui
ing. Eastern Kentucky Uni\ersity, Ri
niond, Kentucky 40475.
EKlfJ
$25.00 S12.'i
20.00 10.1
20.00 10.,l
20.00 10.)
20.00 10)
20.00 10)
$ 4.50 S 2.
. and you
^
Uumni Weekend, 1969
'ted by President and Mrs. Martin,
csts toured the refurbished man-
elaxed on its spacious porch and
ide conversation. Punch and con-
s made the afternoon even more
able.
STUDENT UNREST was evident
tlirouglumt tlie small colleire campus.
Whv, asked the students, slidiild tlie\ Ik-
lorced to student-teacli wlieii the\ had
ser\'ed as tutors through tliree years of
collecje? Double jeopard\-. so to speak.
Thev circulated a pititicin, presented it
to the president, and thi- rule was re-
scinded.
Berkley. 1969? Not exactly. Try
Eastern Kentuck\- .State Normal ScIkihI
1909.
"That's right," sa.id Leslie Anderson,
one of the "dissident" students, "Tlies.-
demonstrations today are nothing new.
We were just a little more orderly. You
might say we knew how to get things
done better than they do nowadays."
Anderson, now 82Vj years old ( "Wlien
\ou reach my age, tho,se halfs are im-
portant." ) was reminiscing of tlie good
ol' da\s with former classmate Dudle\-
Starnes. The occasion was Alunmi Day,
1969.
"We were buddies," said Starnes.
'Heck, there were just eight boys and
three girls in our graduating class. How-
many are there this year . . . 1,-350, or
something like that?"
ARLINGTON'S dchiil came with an
Ahnnni Dai/ rcecplidii ihal sine iin esti-
mated 1.0(10 fiue.sts Id,' Ihrcni'ji the
massive double doors.
J^
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iCULTY- • STUDENTS- • -FmENDS
Jolm Ed McConnell, '38. above, speaks to a large Alumni
banquet gathering. Pioneers C. II. Gifjord. liclow. and
Dndletj ^tarnrs. right, both 'O.Q, enjntj old and nete ac-
quaintances. Mrs. Delia Douglas Barrett, '19, bottom,
inspects her liandiwork of a tree surgery class of her
college datjs.
Stanics, tiimi Lexington, has watched
Eastern grow through the years. Ander-
son, from Texarkana, Texas, hasn't been
as fortunate.
"I've been back a few times, Imt tlie
growtli is still staggering."
One of the highlights for every Almnni
Day is to tune in on the discussions of
classmates. This year was exceptional.
Exceptional because these men — An-
derson, Starnes, C. H. Gifford and Cam
Holbrook — are the founding fathers of
Eastern's Alumni Association. They are
the men wlio have generated the interest.
Tims thr\ haM- been aptly clubbed "Tln-
Pionccrs."
In fact, .Slamcs was tire first president
of the Alumni Ass^ici.ition. "We held our
first meetin'j mi jiiK loth, 1901." Starnes
also deliverc^d the Alumni Da\- address
in 1934, 1940 and 19.50.
Anderson, tlie very first |3erson to re-
ceive a publicly-presented diploma from
Eastern ("onl\- because we recei\cd
them alphabetically"), has preserved the
early records of counncnccment exercises
and presenti'd them to .Mnmni Director
]. W. (Spider) Thmnian.
"Our class luolto has stuck with nic,"
he said. "It was, 'The Best Is Hardh
Good Enough,' and it lias been an in-
spiration to inc."
Anderson, like these othi-rs, is re-
markably sharp-willcd, alert, and proud.
One of his greatest sources of pride is
the fact that he hasn't missed a weekh
Kiwanis me;'ting in :57 \'ears. (Tliat
figures out to something like 1,024 con-
secutive meetings.
)
The back-slapping and hand-pmnpiug
continued. "You haven't changed a bit,"
was heard more than once.
The Outstanding Alumnus for 1969,
Kenneth Perry, was a face in the crowd.
He and his wife milled around, sharing
memories with former classmates.
Following a campus tour, Dr. and Mrs.
Martin held open house at Arlington,
Eastern's new Ahimni-Faculty Club.
This time, the sea of smiling faces
multiplied as curiositv-seekers mingled
through the mansion, admiring tln' detor
and rich architecture.
Alumni Weekend reached a fitting
climax with baccalaureate and com-
mencement exercises on Sunday. The
baccalaureate speaker was Rev. Robert
Laugldin, pastor of the First Presbvtcriaii
Church, Frankfort.
Commander Scott Carpenter, oni'
the original astronauts with Project Mev-
eury, addressed the graduates at com-
mencement, charging them to explore
new frontiers in the quest for knowledg(\
Thus, the tie that binds.
Leslie Anderson, Dudlcx Starnes, C.
H. Gifford and Tom Holbrook, repre-
senting the class of 1909. and 1,852
graduates from the class of 1969.
Alumni Weekend.
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ood-old-dai/ft confabs marked registratiim iiioniiu^ (utilities.
\lis. Siinilia Holl'idcii/. '69. above, rests her feel before eoiii-
meneoncnt . President Robert R. Martin, '34, below, is flunked
hi/ lionorarij degree reeipients Commander Seott Carpenter,
left, and Dr. Merritt Madison Chambers, visiting professor of
hisiher eihieiition at Indiana Vniversiti/.
10 Ea.^tcrn pioneeis, Le.ilie Anderson, '09, recipient of East-
is first pnb]ichj-awarded degree, and Daniel Boone make
itting pair.
'RING, 1969 13
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V Kenneth Perry Honored
(^ As Teacher
Extraordmary
"nneth Pern/, rig/if. accepts the Outstanding Alumnus Award
r 1969 fiom Alumni Association president Earl Smitli, '58,
presentation ceremouies at the Alumni Daij hanijuet.
OITTSTANDINC ALlTMi\|TS
^R. KENNETH W. PERRY, "42, is an Eastern man.
^ He made that (juite clear at the Ahmmi Day
mqnet \vhen he was named outstanding Ahnnnns
r 1969.
Ever\' time one of my students goes up for a
?gree, a Httle bit of me, iind a little bit of Eastern
)es with him," said PeiTV, professor of aceonntancy
the Uni\ersit\- of Illinois.
"I have been under the influence of Eastern for
t years," remarked tlie Lawrenceburg native. He
)ted that six of his first eight teachers, including
e first four, were Eastern graduates, and tliat liis
oommate of the last 27 years is an Eastern grad."
e is manied to the fornier Shirley Kimball, '42.
Giving Eastern credit for making all his accomp-
hments possible. Perry said that he couldn't have
ade it tlirougli school if he hadn't eai-ned an ath-
tic scholarship.
Picking some of liis former teachers out of the
idience. Ken gave special recognition to Charles
"urke\''" Hughes, who was his freshman football
)ach, and R. R. Richards, retired professor of ac-
)untancv. "Thev are both real gentlemen," he said.
His fellow Alumni honored Ken for his accomp-
ihments as a teacher.
Dr. Perry's primary teaching responsibilit\" at the
niversity of Illinois is preparing students for the
niform CPA Examination in all 50 states. From
udents he has helped prepare for the last two ex-
»RING, 1969
aminations, 10 ha\'e won mctlals or certificates of
honorable mention from the American Institute of
Certified Public Accoimtants, including first place
(from 16,000 candidates on each exam) on both
exams and second on one of them.
Ken fonnerly was an instructor at Rcrea College.
He went to the Universitv of Illinois in 1950 as a
teaching assistant and rose to the position of profes-
sor in 1958.
He received the master of science di'gree in
economics from Ohio Uni\'ci'sity in 1949 and the
Ph.D. in accountancy from the Universitv of Illinois
in 1953. He attended the U. S. Army Chinese Lan-
guage School at the Universitv of California, Berke-
ley, in 1945. He became a C.P.A. in Illinois in 1952.
A colonel in the U. S. Anny Reserve, Dr. Perry
has taught at Fort Knox, Ky., Fort Sill, Okla., Fort
Leavenworth, Kans., and Fort Benning, Ga.
The co-author of four books and the author of
articles in professional periodicals, he is now editor
t)f The Illinois CPA, tlie cjuarterK- publication of the
Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants. He
is writing a book for the McGraw-Hill Book Co. "All
I'm doing is putting in print what Dick Richards did
in the classroom," he remarked.
He has served as a national \ice president of tlie
American Accounting Association and is a member
of the national board of directors of the National
Association of Accountants.
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Reunion
Classes
Tlie Pioneers, with their Sweetheart, Mrs. Mary Frances Riclmrds. From left: Cani
HoJbrook, '0.9; Dudlei/ Starns, '09; Mrs. Ricliards; Mrs. Jennie Jeffers Ashhy, '07; c\
H. Gifford, '09. and Leslie Anderson, '09.
Members of the Golden Anniversary Class of 1919 ivere hon-
ored. They are Mrs. .V«Mri/ Shelton Bassman and Mrs. Lettic
Mluilcij Ilildrrlli.
ClflS
ilf
EI
/ ^^
CLASS OF 1944- From Left: Front Huw: Bclsii Smith johm-
ton. LaVerne Halcomb, Frances Smithee Iloekensmith. Ella
Bea Shirmer Parker, Carolyn Winkler Conglelon. Second Row:
Xorma H. Cnmmins, Mary Walton Moore. Mabel Criswcll, Ann
Kateley McConnell, Margaret Hamilton Hockensmith. Third
Row: Mrs. P. M. Crise, P. M. Grise (.^ipomsor), Paul G. Adams,
W. Russell Hamon.
CLASS OF 1929 -From Left: Front Row: Harriet Griggil II
I'helma W. Broughton, Mary Katherine McCord Adams, Suifll;;.
Helm Fields, Delia Douglas Barrett. Second Row: Colcma
Rei/nolds, L. R. Staton, David McKinny. Robert E. Chandle
R. R. Richards. Back Row: Viola Higgins Lee Roi/, Rolx'rt h
Slai/er.'i. Oti.-, C. .Amis. W. \L Watkon, W. Alton Smith.
CL.\SS OF 1954 -From Left: Front Roiv: Blanche SheltoJ
Mary .Anne Rowlctt, "Fou" Tanner Linder, Shirley Carsc
Gibson. Second Row: June Prather Ralph, Doris Lewis Watt]
Joan Hafer Fragner, Judith Saunders Douglas, Walter I
Power, Mrs. Maysie T. Hoskins. Third Row: Paul R. Ralp.
Jr., Hugh Brooks, James C. Murphy, Betti/ C. Murphy, Bet:
Beunian Flincs, Kaye Wade Cross. Back Row: Martha Than
ton NoUey, Daisy Burns French. Calvin C. Smith, Claude i
K. Smilh. Frank Keller. Charles Fair.
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EDUCATIONAL
IMPERATIVES:
A Joint Responsibility
editor's Sole: Whenever Miss Florence
atemever is called upon to render any
\ice, she does it well. A logical choice
speaker at Eastern's K.E.A. Breakfast
April, she spoke pointedl\- about tlie
e of education in a world of acceler-
d change. \\'e are happ\- to publish
speech in the Alumnu-i.
MISS FLORENCE STR.\TEMEYER
DistinEuished Professor of Education
r IS A PRIVILEGE to have been
a member of Eastern's facult\" for
vears. an e-\citing four years
ring a period of transition from
college to a university. Let me
are with \ou some of the "hap-
nings" at Eastern that seems to
to be significant and challeng-
in terms of educational impera-
es of the 1970's.
\\'hat one \ lews as significant
and promising, of course, depends
upon ones point of reference, what
he holds to hv important. 1 would
like to ask )ou to look at "hap-
penings" at Eastern in the context
of two educational imperati\es,
both of whicli relate to the e\er-
pressing problem of bringing about
chaniie. In oiu^ \arious roles as
educators, we ha\e alwavs be-
lie\ed in tlie critical and central
role of education in social change.
It IS indeed to the credit of edu-
cation that \oung people today
seek to correct social injustice and
mistakes made, to work for laws in
ha^non^' with the principles of
democracy, to di'sirt' an education
rele\ant to the world in which they
li\e. But witli this growth in social
awareness has emerged an import-
ant additional qualit)-; namely, a
heightened e.\pectanc\- for ac-
celerated change; the desire to
realize the promise of better things
and do it faster. Our problem
then — each of us with the ele-
mentar\', high school, college or
in-ser\"ice group with whom we
work — is to disco\er which things
can be cpickly changed and those
which cannot; to contribute to im-
mediate and long-range change
based on . . .
1^ critical and rational thinking,
and
1/^ backed b\ implementation
of \alues to which we are
committed.
Change Based on
Critical and Rational
Thinkina
It is impeiati\e m a rigidly
changing world, such as ours, to
de\elop the abilit\- — our own and
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'There is evidence of
change in the quality
of our students^ in
both ability and
willingness to take
an active role in
their own education.''
of tliosi' we teacli — to ask the
((ucstions that arc critical and cen-
tral in judging something read or
Inward, in judging a proposal made,
in arriving at a decision and action
to l)c taken. To he ahle to ask the
critical (jncstion mav he more im-
]iortant than knowing the answer.
For example, researcli liiidings
clearh' show children can leam to
read at a much earlier age than
was Formerly held to he trui'. Per-
liaps the more important question
to he askt'd 1)\ the teacher is
whether this or other aspects of
<le\olopment are more important
lor flic \cr\ \()ung cliilil.
The tollowing. I helievi', can Ik-
viewed as important movements at
Eastern to help students ask criti-
cal questions and hase their action
on rational thinking.
• Increasingly the faculty are
providing for and \ising the
method of inqnirw Tn our
teaching we are moving from
expecting students to develop
skills in answering questions
that tliey didn't ask to encour-
aging students to ask questions
and helping them to ask more
proN'ocative questions; moving
from teaching as tellino- to
guiding learning.
There is evidence of change in
the quality of our students, in
hoth ability and willingness to
take an active role in their own
education. This bespeaks in our
elementary and secondar\'
schools less emphasis on the
lower mental processes of mem-
orizins; and focus on the higher
levels of analysis, comparison,
critical ([uestioning. evaluation,
and application.
As hoth faculties — school and
university — continue working
in this direction, the teachers
we prepare at E.K.U. should
come to von more committi
and more skillful in guidi
children/vouth to think cri:
callv and act on the basis
rational thinking.
As we, at Eastern, focus
significant c(ucstions, on pri
lems and situations related
the world of today and torn"
row, we find the need to dr;
on \arious fields of study. Ci;
rentlv various groups are ij
ploring the \alues of inter-d'
ciplinarv courses, taught hyi
team of instructors. For (If
ample. Dean Clvde Lewis a
members of the Central U
versity College are de\elopi
and teaching inter-diseiplinfi'
courses in the general edu<'
tion program. It is ni\- O'i
privilege this semester to tea:
with a team of five staff mej
bers in the freshman .Appai
chian Teacher Education Sei
nar (A.T.E.P.). Included in t
group are representatives fr(
the social sciences, the natu
and physical sciences, the 1
manities, and professional ec I
cation. Saturdav mornings fi,;
me working in a gradu.i-
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\ . . together ive are
exploring the inipUeations
of learner growth and
learning prineiples
for enrriculuni experieneesJ'
course with a colleague whose
special field of interest is hu-
man growth and de\elopment,
and together we are exploring
the implications of learner
growth and learning principles
for curriculum experiences.
Team planniiiL!. of courses for
which there are a number of
sections has been extended and
team teaching developed, both
in single and multi-section
coirrses.
Experiencing team teaching as
prospective teachers, and re-
acting to and evaluating this
first-hand experience, graduates
of Eastern should bring added
insight and understanding as
thev come to voiir schools and
engage in cooperative planning
and teaching.
Anotlu'i- important develop-
ment is increased use of direct
experience as a part of college
courses. Today at Eastern di-
rect experiences include student
teaching and much more. Rath-
er than seeking an answer to
the ([uestion, "Can I do it?"
which characterizes tlie student
teacher's concern, activities
with children and youth are
being used as problem-raising
experiences. I refer to the use
of closed-circuit television
which brings acti\ities from the
Laborator\- School directly to
our college classes; working in-
dividually with children and
youdi in in-school and out-
school activities, as a part of
our first course in education,
rather than the prior use of
group observations only; and
for one group (A.T.E.P. ) two
student teaching experiences —
a five- or six-week experience
in the junior year and a longer
student teaching experience in
their senior year which pennits
students to be present at the
opening of the school year. Pro-
\i(ling direct ex'perience op-
portunities is a joint responsi-
bility, and we seek your help
and reactions as new avenues
of direct-experience opportuni-
ty are provided for prospective
teachers at Ea.stern.
Another avenue of development
is the involvement of students
in non-course direct exjieri-
ences relating to activities of
the University. When approved
b\- the Regents, students will
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'Material power needs
to he rooted in a
conscions personal
philosopJiy and a rational
basis for jpersoual
nioridity and social
ethics.''
he members of eiiniciiliim com-
mittees and will serve on the
Committee on Academic Rights
and Responsibilities. Participa-
tion on these and othi'r activities
of the Universit\ will provide
cooperatively on curriculum
and other problems and what is
required of a good staff or
team member. The opportunity
to share in decision making
provides for some understand-
ing of the proc(>ss of change;
for lea)'ning that most of the
problems that seem simple at
a distance are far more compli-
cated when \(iii ha\(' to tangle
with tlu'in \ourselt. I low rich
these experiences will be is con-
tingent upon tlu' wa\ in which
we function as staff committee
members antl tin- wa\- in whicli
the participating students share
their experiences with their
peers. Beginnings in these areas
are to be foimd in tin' work of
elementary and s t' e o n d a r \'
scliooLs in sucli areas as manag-
ing the school paper, the school
annual, participating in student
government, and the like. This
area, too, like tlie others, is a
joint responsibility.
Openness to CJiansie Based
on Value C.oinnnttnettts
Not unrelated to thinking ration-
ally is comuiitiiiriil In iiii])Iciiicitt-
in<i basic values uitliin llic dimen-
sions of a chani:,in<^ Micicly. For the
great group of our \()ung people,
the basic American dream has not
been rejected. The factors affect-
ing its realization ha\ e changed. A
central problem in a civilization
such as ours, where ci'eative ma-
terial energy is constanth' increas-
ing, is to make material power die
instrument of purposes which the
spirit establishes and judgment ap-
proves. Materia] power needs to he
rooted in a conscious personal
pliilosopln and a rational basis
personal moralit>' and social ethii
It is recognized that the individvi
can be conunitted to the wroi
tilings, and that one's style of coil
mitment can be foolish and fanaj
cal. This is where dedication to
on learning and to act-on-thoug
are critical. The individual throu
stud\- and reflection can reach
tellectual and emotional maturil
maturity that makes meaningl
and moral commitments a pos
bilitx. '
Achieving such moral comm
ments and li\'ing by them is
;
eas\' task. Thomas Edison app;|
cnth- foresaw something of tl
problem witli the development
the electric light when he repo
ediv said, '"Max- om- Cod-given :
genuit\- he matched by our equaj
Cod-gi\i'n h u m a n i t v." jose
Wood Krutch in More Lives Th
One comments on the need
clarification of \ahu's.
'Know ho\\' has increased
leaps and bounds. "Know wh
'know whether or not,' all It
We might be wise just to c
a halt in our search for t
power to do, on a grander a|
erander scale, the things we I
not know wlu'tlu-r we shoij
do at all.
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rhere coutitiues to be reco^^uitiou of the
(line of non-verbal teochinn through
he qnality of the eniironnientJ'
Tin's imperati\e. as I see it, re-
iri s as a coordinate role of the
uMTsitv and the scliool concern
dexeloping empatln', compas-
m, humane values; concern for
iderstanding of feelings, or per-
ption and self-concept; concern
de\elopment of the affective as
11 as the coguitice domain. For
this means helping the littlest
irner and tlie college vouth to be
isiti\e to others; to grow in un-
rstanding the meaning of free-
in and the responsibilities that
with it. This has special meaning
view of the trend among some
3ups in our society to lea\e each
li\idual unto himself, to "let
h do his thin-'" There is need
to recall the statement
Learned Hand,
|ud<
Liberty lies in the hearts of men
and women; when it dies there,
no constitution, no law, no
court can sa\e it
. . . Liberty
... is not freedom to do as
one likes
. . . A society in which
men recognize no check upon
their freedom soon becomes a
society where freedom is the
|30ssessiou of oril\' a sa\age
few . .
.
Let me share some moxements at
Eastern contributing to helping
students build \alue commitments.
• There is growing interest, on
the part of the facultv, in con-
fen-ing with students; in willing-
ness and desire to listen; in
knowing students and recogniz-
ing their desire to be known.
• Among the Greek letter socie-
ties, there is a growing sense of
ser\ice, of sensiti\it\- to indi-
\iduals and situations.
® There continues to be recog-
nition of the \alue of non-verbal
teaching through the qualit\' of
the en\ironment. I refer not
only to the en\ ironment of the
classroom but the beatitx of the
campus.
9 And any list would be incom-
plete without mention of the
Meditation Chapel to which so
many here have contributed.
The opportunity \\liich it will
provide for cpiiet reflection
should be a positive force as the
individual deals with his prob-
lems and relates them to his
\alue commitments.
The charge to each of us, work-
ing separately and together, is to
contribute to the de\elopment of
IRING, 1969
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MISS FLORENCE B. STRATEMEYER
- J
EDUCATOR IS A word that aptly describes M,
Florence B. Stratemeyer (as she likes to be call
although she holds the doctorate). She has devoted h
entire adult life to education, coming to Eastern in 19
as Distinguished Professor of Education after 41 vet
on the faculty of Columbia Teacher's College.
Since coming to Eastern, she has made herself f
on the Richmond campus. She is a recognized lead
in national educational circles and has made concre
contributions to Eastern's academic life.
One of the country's top authorities on curricula t
teacher education, she contributed chapters for the bo
Teacher Education for a Free People. She is co-auth
of Developing a Ciirriciilum for Modern Licing, and
Working With Strident Teachers.
Miss Stratemeyer's career began as teacher ai
assistant principal in the Detroit schools and as instruct
and supervisor of student teachers at Detroit Teache
College in the twenties. She was co-director of t
Bureau of Curriculum and Research at Teachers Colle
from 1924-29, and then taught at Columbia imtil 19f
She lias held high office in national teaching fi
ternities and has had a distinguished lecture sen
named in her honor by the National Executi\e Comm
tee of the Association for Student Teaching.
boys and girls, young men and
young women who are open to
change; not to change for die sake
of change, but to elians.e based on
rational tliinking and harked hij
conunitmetit to rarefuUy thought-
through vahics. Building on a well-
known pra\'er . . .
. . . God. grant nie the serenitij to
accept the things I cannot
change—
. . . serenitv, not In burving
m\- jicad in tlu' sand
and lioping and expecting
things to change and go
away
. . . serenity because, alone
and with others, I have
explored tlie various fac-
tors affected by the pro-
posed change and the
climate of readiness for
positi\(' action
.
. .
serenity beeausi', using
rational thought processes,
needed initial steps to-
ward the desired goal
have IxH'n identified
Courage to eliangc the things
I can—
. . .
courage to take the needed
steps though the going
may be difficult and at
times not in the popular
mode
. . . courage that lialauces per-
sonal goals against group
needs and desires
,
Wi.S(h>in to knou' tlir iliffer-
ence.
Meeting societ\ s needs today
quires more of education than pi
viding for communication, for d
logue, for well-meaning discussic
for group action. All such mea
are onh- as good as the cogniti
and the \aluing characteristics ai
competencies of the individu;
iuNohed.
Never has the challenge been
great—so important. To us is giv
the mandate to help young peoj
"in a hurrw" indix idualh' and wi
others, to bring about change tf
has regard for the worth and di
nitv of each indixidual and tl
lias leading-on (|ualities;
change that is a momentary fla
or pardallv fulfilling, but chan
that it is a part of a continuum tl
leads to more complete fulfillme
for each indix idual in the conte
of his changing soeietv.
EKI21
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ANATOMY
OF AN
ALUMNUS
laude Farley, '28. Retires This Year After
4 Years As Superintendent of Schools in Pike County.
lis Aecomplishments Warrant A Closer Look
fy-
I fL
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A 'Man of Mottos, Claude Farley
Was A Guiding Force in School*
Bv BETTY T, BALKE
Alumnus Feature Writer
MOTTOS HANG everywhere in
tlie octagonal, manv-eorridored
headquarters of the Pike County
Sclionl system. Claude Farley,
'28 has put them there ("Action
turns good intentions into results. )
In his 35 years as superintendent
of the commonwealth's biggest
school system, he has boosted the
percentage of youngsters attending
school eyeiy day from 59 percent
to 94.6 percent. ("Education is
Power.")
He has also reduced one-room
schools and consolidated others so
that the county now has 40 schools,
compared with 201 when Farley
took office. In 1935 he started
Pike County's frrst school buses;
a year later he began distributing
free textbooks in grades one
through eight.
This has been liis last year before
retirement.
He always wanted to be a
teacher, because "I loyed m\
father and wanted to do what he
did." He finished his BS at Eastern
in 1928, majoring in science and
EngHsh, then spent one year in a
one-room school before his talents
marked him for administration.
("The most important ability is
reliability.") He has criss-crossed
his county thousands of times in
the 35 years since, "fighting the
good cause of education" in the
words of Eastern president. Dr.
Robert R. Martin, for the people
of Pike County.
Farley's school board has built
tMght new schools in the last eight
years at a cost of $7.5 million.
Under his leadership. Pike County
schools ha\c shared in Federal
programs proyiding eyerything
from canned food.s for children
through reading training for teaeli-
ers. In 35 years h(> lias not
opposition, but he has prevailed,
fighting for the children of Pike
County. ("A \\inner ne\er (juits
and a (initter never wins.")
lie retires in June, retire he
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^Vilh motfos hchind him. Claude Farley greets callers to his office with the eon
air he has had throu^^h his S-i years as Pike County School Superintendenl.
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Lincolnesque in Action,
4nd Loyal To Eastern
avs to reading oriental philosophy,
incient history, (especially As-
iyrian) Goethe, the H;ii-\arcl Clas-
[ics. Lo\e of the classics in no way
recludes his loxe of the aphorism,
16 motto. "I believe in them. I
bscribed to a publisher who
nt me one e\er\' week. Then the
rice went np to $1.50 apiece, and
couldn't afford them."
He has a favorite quotation —
"from, I think, Edward Mark-
ham—"
"There is a destinv that makes
men brothers
None go this wav alone
All that we send into the lives
of others
Comes back into our o\\ai."
"He is rugged and indi\idualistic,
id Lincolnesque in appearance
d in action," observes President
[artin. He is sincere and dedi-
ted, and "intensely lo\al" to
astern.
"Mr. Farley is a great ston'-teller,
man of wit and imagination,
ith the devoted Mrs. Farlev at
side, he has for vears led Pike
ount\' schools by his faith and
iresight."
Dr. Martin first met Farlev when
,
a "green college graduate" and
ould-be teacher, attended a
acliers' meeting at which Farlev
esided. Thev have been friends
ice.
A dedicated man, Farley at one
Tie administered a program with
ore than 900 teachers. Dividing
s time between office and road,
? managed to visit all of the
hools in the system with remark-
le frequency. A visit from Mr.
irlev was not just a social call,
is pre-occupation with educa-
Dnal philosophv provides a basis
ivpothetical situation ques-
ts. . .
.
"\\'hat would vou do in
e classroom if . . .?"
Active in educational organiza-
)ns himself, he has been insistent
at all the leaders in the Pike
)unty System attend professional
jeetings at the local, state and
tional level.
• ,••:' • •• • •
Pihc is Ktniucktfs larf^i.sl countii and had 201 st/ioo/.s alien Farley took office. He
lias consolidated them into 40.
^^
Not a "desk bound" educator. Farley maintains close personal .supercision of all
aspects of the Pike County School System.
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'Fighting The Good Cause of Education'
Mr. Farley, in his dri\r In hot-
ter Pike Count\ scliools, carried
education to tlic people. Faced
with 201 small schools when he
took office 3.5 vears ago, he went
personally into the communities of
Pike Connt\ and conxinced the
people that fewer, hut lar<:;er
scliools, could do a more adecjuate
joh ol ediieatinti; their childi'cn.
llis career inspired his teacheis
and sparked in them de\'otion that
was displayed in Xhiy when more
than 600 people con\enecl at the
Pike CountN Schools .administra-
tion Hiiildini^ to honor their retir-
ing leader.
Born at IJck Creek. Claude
Farli'N finished a normal school
education in 1924, before embark-
inti on a bachelor of science degree
at Eastern.
Vihr Counhf, inme, cover thouscmch of miles per year, and a "Practice Safeti," motto
:n a bus unulow r<rjlccls Farlei/s concern for the secure transportation of students.
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lie lived, with his bride, in
little two-room building on the o
.Stateland Farm, near his job. Th,
joh was milking the Xorm
School's herd of crows, momir
and e\ening, seven days a wee
Prick from that little building, lor
since razed, was used to build tl
garage of Blanton House, tl
President's home. Farle\' earntjd
65 cents a day at his milking job.
Mrs. Farley was a teacher at tl
time, and he was preparing liiri;
self for teaching. He later ha
"two stretches of student teaching
he says, before assuming his fir
job, back home in Pike County.
That was long ago, but Farle
now 67 vears old, still maintaii
a dei'p affection for Eastern
have many Eastern people on ir
staff here, and manv more
teachers throughout the comity
The better-prepared persons in tl
teaching field "come from Easteni
he adds.
He leaves beliind, as he retire
great and permanent change fi
the county where he has spent h
professional life. For he has bee
an educator, and as a motto on tl'
wall puts it, "Education is Power
EKI2J
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A Special Report
r
»
Who's
in
Charge ?
Trustees . . . presidents . . .faculty . . . students, past and present:
who governs this society tliat ive call 'the academic conununity^?
rHE
CRY has been heard on many a campus
this year. It came from the campus neigh-
borhood, from state legislatures, from cor-
porations trying to recruit students as em-
ees, from the armed services, from the donors of
Is, from congressional committees, from church
ips, from the press, and even from the police:
A^ho's in cheurge there?"
arprisingly the cry also came from "inside" the
rges and universities—from students and alumni,
,1 faculty members and administrators, and even
a presidents and trustees:
lA^ho's in charge here?" -
nd there was, on occasion, this variation: "Who
'd be in charge here?"
;>iTRANGE quESTiONS to ask about these highly
organized institutions of our highly organ-
^ ized society? A sign, as some have said, that
.
* our colleges and universities are hopelessly
)tic, that they need more "direction," that they
i; lagged behind other institutions of our society
Organizing themselves into smooth-running,
lent mechanisms?
'r do such explanations miss the point? Do they
look much of the complexity and subtlety (and
laps some of the genius) of America's higher
;ational enterprise?
is important to try to know.
Here is one reason:
Nearly 7-million students are now enrolled in
the nation's colleges and universities. Eight years
hence, the total will have rocketed past 9.3-million.
The conclusion is inescapable: what affects our col-
leges and universities will affect unprecedented
numbers of our people— and, in unprecedented
ways, the American character.
Here is another:
"The campus reverberates today perhaps in
part because so many have come to regard [it] as
the most promising of all institutions for developing
cures for society's ills." [Lloyd H. Elliott, president
of George Washington University]
Here is another;
"Men must be discriminating appraisers of
their society, knowing coolly and precisely what it is
about society that thwarts or limits them and there-
fore needs modification.
"And so they must be discriminating protectors
of their institutions, preserving those features that
nourish and strengthen them and make them more
free." [John W. Gardner, at Cornell University]
But who appraises our colleges and universities?
Who decides whether (and how) they need modify-
ing? Who determines what features to preserve;
which features "nourish and strengthen them and
make them more free?" In short:
Who's in charge there?
Who's in Charge -I
The Trustees
BY THE LETTER of the law, the peopl | icharge of our colleges and universitie u
i the trustees or regents—25,000 of tl n
according to the educated guess of 1 e
principal national organization, the Associatio
Governing Boards.
"In the long history of higher educatioi;i
America," said one astute observer rece:
(""'y^x.
Copyright 1969
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•ustees have seldom been cast in a heroic role."
r decades they have been blamed for whatever
ilts people have found with the nation's colleges
d universities.
Frustees have been charged, variously, with
)resenting the older generation, the white race,
Igious orthodoxy, political powerholders, business
i economic conservatism—in short, The Estab-
iment. Other critics—among them orthodox
lologians, political powerholders, business and
inomic conservatives—have accused trustees of
: being Establishment enough.
Dn occasion they have earned the criticisms. In
: early days of American higher education, when
St colleges were associated with churches, the
stees were usually clerics with stern ideas of what
luld and should not be taught in a church-related
dtution. They intruded freely in curriculums,
irses, and the behavior of students and faculty
mbers.
Dn many Protestant campuses, around the turn
the century, the clerical influence was lessened
1 often withdrawn. Clergymen on their boards of
stees were replaced, in many instances, by
linessmen, as the colleges and universities sought
stees who could underwrite their solvency. As
te systems of higher education were founded, they
were put under the control of lay regents or
stees.
rrustee-faculty conflicts grew. Infringements of
idemic freedom led to the founding, in 1915, of
American Association of University Professors,
rough the association, faculty members developed
I gained wide acceptance of strong principles of
demic freedom and tenure. The conflicts eased
—
even today many faculty members watch their
itution's board of trustees guardedly,
n the past several years, on some campuses,
:5tees have come under new kinds of attack.
! At one university, students picketed a meeting
he governing board because two of its members,
y said, led companies producing weapons used in
j
war in Vietnam.
" On another campus, students (joined by some
ulty members) charged that college funds had
fn invested in companies operating in racially
ded South Africa. The investments, said the
,lents, should be canceled; the board of trustees
uld be censured.
At a Catholic institution, two years ago, most
ients and faculty members went on strike be-
jjse the trustees (comprising 33 clerics and 1 1 lay-
men) had dismissed a liberal theologian from the
faculty. The board reinstated him, and the strike
ended. A year ago the board was reconstituted to
consist of 1 5 clerics and 1 5 laymen. (A similar shift
to laymen on their governing boards is taking place
at many Catholic colleges and universities.)
A state college president, ordered by his
trustees to reopen his racially troubled campus, re-
signed because, he said, he could not "reconcile
effectively the conflicts between the trustees" and
other groups at his institution.
How DO MOST TRUSTEES mcasurc up totheir responsibilities? How do they react
to the lightning-bolts of criticism that,
by their position, they naturally attract?
We have talked in recent months with scores of
trustees and have collected the written views of
many others. Our conclusion: With some notable
(and often highly vocal) exceptions, both the
breadth and depth of many trustees' understanding
of higher education's problems, including the touch-
iness of their own position, are greater than most
people suspect.
Many boards of trustees, we found, are showing
deep concern for the views of students and are going
to extraordinary lengths to know them better. In-
creasing numbers of boards are rewriting their
by-laws to include students (as well as faculty
members) in their membership.
William S. Paley, chairman of cbs and a trustee
of Columbia University, said after the student out-
breaks on that troubled campus: - .?
"The university may seem [to students] like just
one more example of the establishment's trying to
run their lives without consulting them. ... It is
essential that we make it possible for students to
work for the correction of such conditions legitimate-
ly and eff'ectively rather than compulsively and
violently. ...
"Legally the university is the board of trustees,
but actually it is very largely the community of
teachers and students. That a board of trustees
should commit a university community to policies
and actions without the components of that com-
munity participating in discussions leading to such
commitments has become obsolete and unworkable."
Less often than one might expect, considering
some of the provocations, did we find boards of
trustees giving "knee-jerk" reactions even to the
most extreme demands presented to them. Not very
long ago, most boards might have rejected such
w role ofhigher education's trustees often is misinterpreted and misunderstood
As others seek a greater voice, presidents are natural targets for their attm
demands out of hand; no longer. James M. Hester,
the president ofNew York University, described the
change:
"To the activist mind, the fact that our board
of trustees is legally entrusted with the property and
privileges of operating an educational institution is
more an affront than an acceptable fact. What is
considered relevant is what is called the social
reality, not the legal authority.
"A decade ago the reaction of most trustees and
presidents to assertions of this kind was a forceful
statement of the rights and responsibilities of a
private institution to do as it sees fit. While faculty
control over the curriculum and, in many cases,
student discipline was delegated by most boards
long before, the power of the trustees to set university
policy in other areas and to control the institution
financially was unquestioned.
"Ten years ago authoritarian answers to radical
questions were frequently given with confidence.
Now, however, authoritarian answers, which often
provide emotional releasewhen contemplated, some-
how seem inappropriate when delivered."
ASA RESULT, trustees everywhere are re-exam-
/% ining their role in the governance of
I ^ colleges and universities, and changes
-A. J^. seem certain. Often the changes will be
subtle, perhaps consisting of a shift in attitude, as
President Hester suggested. But they will be none
the less profound.
In the process it seems likely that trustees, as
Vice-Chancellor Ernest L. Boyer of the State Uni-
versity of New York put it, will "recognize that the
college is not only a place where past achievements
are preserved and transmitted, but also a place
where the conventional wisdom is constantly sub-
jected to merciless scrutiny."
Mr. Boyer continued:
"A board member who accepts this fact will
remain poised when surrounded by cross-currents of
controversy. ... He will come to view friction as an
essential ingredient in the life of a university, and
vigorous debate not as a sign of decadence, but of
robust health.
"And, in recognizing these facts for himself, the
trustee will be equipped to do battle when the
college—and implicitly the whole enterprise of
higher education— is threatened by earnest primi-
tives, single-minded fanatics, or calculating dema-
gogues."
Who's in charge? Every eight yeason the average, the members of
college or university board mi
provide a large part of the answ
by reaching, in Vice-Chancellor Boyer's wore
"the most crucial decision a trustee will ever
called upon to make."
They must choose a new president for the pla
and, as they have done with his predecessors, de
gate much of their authority to him. j
The task is not easy. At any given moment, it h
been estimated, some 300 colleges and universiti
in the United States are looking for presidents. T
qualifications are high, and the requirements are
exacting that many top-flight persons to whom
presidency is offered turn down the job.
As the noise and violence level of campus prote:
has risen in recent years, the search for presidei
has grown more difficult—and the turndowns mo
frequent. \
"Fellow targets," a speaker at a meeting of cc
lege presidents and other administrators called \
audience last fall. The audience laughed nervousl;
The description, they knew, was all too accurate,
"Even in the absence of strife and disorde
academic administrators are the men caught in tl,
middle as the defenders—and, altogether too oft(
these days, the beleaguered defenders—of instit
tional integrity," Logan Wilson, president of tl
American Council on Education, has said. ".^
though college or university presidencies are st
highly respected positions in our society, growii
numbers of campus malcontents seem bent on doii
everything they can to harass and discredit tl
performers of these key roles."
This is unfortunate—the more so because tl
harassment frequently stems from a deep misunde
standing of the college administrator's function.
The most successful administrators cast then
selves in a "staflf or "service" role, with the wel
being of the faculty and students their central coi
cern. Assuming such a role often takes a larg
measure of stamina and goodwill. At many ii
stitutions, both faculty members and students h<
bitually blame administrators for whatever ails thei
—and it is hard for even the most dedicated of ac
ministrators to remember that they and the faculty
student critics are on the same side.
"Without administrative leadership," philosophe
Sidney Hook has observed, "every institution ,
runs down hill. The greatness of a university consisi
Who's in Charge 11
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A college's heart is itsfaculty. What part should it have in running the placi
predominantly in the greatness of its faculty. But whether one approved it or not, was similarly < -
faculties ... do not themselves build great faculties.
To build great faculties, administrative leadership
is essential."
Shortly after the start of this academic year,
however, the American Council on Education re-
leased the results of a survey of what 2,040 ad-
ministrators, trustees, faculty members, and students
foresaw for higher education in the 1970's. Most
thought "the authority of top administrators in
making broad policy decisions will be significantly
eroded or diffused." And three out of four faculty
members said they found the prospect "desirable."
Who's in charge? Clearly the answer to that
question changes with every passing day.
WITH IT ALL, the job of the presidenthas grown to unprecedented propor-
tions. The old responsibilities of lead-
ing the faculty and students have
proliferated. The new responsibilities of money-
raising and business management have been heaped
on top of them. The brief span of the typical presi-
dency—about eight years— testifies to the roughness
of the task.
Yet a president and his administration very often
exert a decisive influence in governing a college or
university. One president can set a pace and tone
that invigorate an entire institution. Another presi-
dent can enervate it.
At Columbia University, for instance, following
last year's disturbances there, an impartial fact-
finding commission headed by Archibald Cox traced
much of the unrest among students and faculty
members to "Columbia's organization and style of
administration":
"The administration of Columbia's affairs too
often conveyed an attitude of authoritarianism and
invited distrust. In part, the appearance resulted
from style; for example, it gave affront to read that
an influential university oflficial was no more in-
terested in student opinion on matters of intense
concern to students than he was in their taste for
strawberries.
"In part, the appearance reflected the true state
of affairs.
. . . The president was unwilling to sur-
render absolute disciplinary powers. In addition,
government by improvisation seems to have been
not an exception, but the rule."
At San Francisco State College, last December,
the leadership of Acting President S. I. Hayakawa,
cisive. He confronted student demonstrators, pro
ised to suspend amy faculty members or stude s
who disrupted the campus, reopened the instituti a
under police protection, and then considered le
dissidents' demands.
But looking ahead, he said, "We must eventua jf
put campus discipline in the hands of responsi e
faculty and student groups who will work coope .-
tively with administrations
. . .
."
i
-
Who's IN charge? "However the po\ rmixture may be stirred," says Dta
W. Donald Bowles of American LJ;^
versity, "in an institution aspiring o
quality, the role of the faculty remains central, o
president can prevail indefinitely without at le i
the tacit support of the faculty. Few deans will 1
1
more than a year or two if the faculty does iit
approve their policies."
The power of the faculty in the academic ;-
tivities of a college or university has long been reci •
nized. Few boards of trustees would seriously c(
sider infringing on the faculty's authority over wl t
goes on in the classroom. As for the college r
university president, he almost always would ag c
with McGeorge Bundy, president of the Ford Foi -
dation, that he is, "on academic matters, the ag< i
and not the master of the faculty."
i
A joint statement by three major organizatiu
representing trustees, presidents, and professors h
spelled out the faculty's role in governing a colI<e
or university. It says, in part:
"The faculty has primary responsibility for si
fundamental areas as curriculum, subject mat
and methods of instruction, research, faculty stat
and those aspects of student life which relate to
educational process.
"On these matters, the power of review or fi:|
decision lodged in the governing board or delega
|
by it to the president should be exercised advers
only in exceptional circumstances. . . .
"The faculty sets the requirements for the degr
offered in course, determines when the requireme
have been met, and authorizes the president a
board to grant the degrees thus achieved.
j
"Faculty status and related matters are primai
a faculty responsibility. This area includes appoij
ments, reappointments, decisions not to reappoi
promotions, the granting of tenure, and dismiss
. . . The governing board and president should.
"fc
[uestions of faculty status, as in other matters where
ihe faculty has primary responsibility, concur with
he faculty judgment except in rare instances and
lor compelling reasons which should be stated in
iletail.
I
"The faculty should actively participate in the
lletermination of policies and procedures governing
lalary increases. . . .
"Agencies for faculty participation in the govern-
lent of the college or university should be estab-
ished at each level where faculty responsibility is
[iresent. ..."
i Few have quarreled with the underlying reason
JDr such faculty autonomy: the protection of aca-
emic freedom. But some thoughtful observers of the
lollege and university scene think some way must be
jjund to prevent an undesirable side effect: the
ferpetuation of comfortable ruts, in which individ-
al faculty members might prefer to preserve the
:atus quo rather than approve changes that the
'clfare of their students, their institutions, and
x:iety might demand.
The president of George Washington University,
lloyd H. Elliott, put it this way last fall:
I "Under the banner of academic freedom, [the
jidividual professor's] authority for his own course
'as become an almost unchallenged right. He has
een not only free to ignore suggestions for change,
ut licensed, it is assumed, to prevent any change
e himself does not choose.
"Even in departments where courses are sequen-
al, the individual professor chooses the degree to
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which he will accommodate s
course to others in the sequen;;
The question then becomes: Wit
restructuring is possible or desira e
within the context of the professc s
academic freedom?"
NOTHER PHENOMENON haS -
fected the faculty's re
in governing the colleja
and universities in recil
years. Louis T. Benezet, presid.t
of the Claremont Graduate Schil
and University Center, describe!
thus:
"Socially, the greatest change t t
has taken place on the American campus is the p »
fessionalization of the faculty. . . . The pattern '
faculty activity both inside and outside the institut
has changed accordingly.
"The original faculty corporation was the univ
sity. It is now quite unstable, composed of moli
professors whose emplo>Tnent depends on regiol
or national conditions in their field, rather than
an organic relationship to their institution and e^
on the relationship to their administrative
Is. . . .
Vith such powerful changes at work strengthen-
he professor as a specialist, it has become more
:ult to promote faculty responsibility for edu-
mal policy."
id Columbia trustee William S. Paley: "It has
my own observation that faculties tend to as-
; the attitude that they are a detached ar-
ting force between students on one hand and
inistrators on the other, with no immediate
)nsibility for the university as a whole."
^ET IN THEORY, at Icast, faculty members
^ seem to favor the idea of taking a greater
I part in governing their colleges and
L_ universities. In the American Council on
ation's survey of predictions for the 1970's,
a- cent of the faculty members who responded
such participation was "highly desirable" or
ntial." Three out of foiu- said it was "almost
in" or "very likely" to develop. (Eight out of
dministrators agreed that greater faculty par-
ition was desirable, although they were con-
ibly less optimistic about its coming about.)
another survey by the American Council on
ation, Archie R. Dykes—now chancellor of the
ersity of Tennessee at Martin— interviewed
acuity members at a large midwestern univer-
o get their views on helping to run the in-
ion. He found "a pervasive ambivalence in
ty attitudes toward participation in decision-
:ulty members "indicated the faculty should
a strong, active, and influential role in de-
is," but "revealed a strong reticence to give the
such a role would require," Mr. Dykes re-
d. "Asserting that faculty participation is es-
il, they placed participation at the bottom of
rofessional priority list and deprecated their
iigues who do participate."
lamer Rohfleisch, a history professor at San
!) State College, put it this way at a meeting of
^erican Association of State Colleges and
jersities: "If we do shoulder this burden [of
|;mic governance] to excess, just who will tend
i;ademic store, do the teaching, and extend the
|: of human knowledge?"
e report of a colloquium at Teachers College,
lYork, took a different view: "Future encoun-
lon the campuses] may be even less likely of
resolution than the present difficulties unless both
faculty members and students soon gain widened
perspectives on issues of university governance."
Who's in charge? Today a new grouphas burst into the picture: the col-
lege and university students them-
selves.
The issues arousing students have been numerous.
Last academic year, a nationwide survey by Educa-
tional Testing Service found, the Number 1 cause
of student unrest was the war in Vietnam; it caused
protests at 34 per cent of the 859 four-year colleges
and universities studied. The second most frequent
cause of unrest was dormitory regulations. This
year, many of the most violent campus demonstra-
tions have centered on civil rights.
In many instances the stated issues were the real
causes of student protest. In others they provided
excuses to radical students whose aims were less the
correction of specific ills or the reform of their col-
leges and universities than the destruction of the
political and social system as a whole. It is impor-
tant to difi'erentiate the two, and a look at the
dramatis personae can be instructive in doing so.
AT the left—the "New Left," not to be con-
/% fused with old-style liberalism— is Stu-
r—% dents for a Democratic Society, whose
.^ -^L- leaders often use the issue of university
reform to mobilize support from their fellow students
and to "radicalize" them. The major concern of
SDS is not with the colleges and universities per se,
but with American society as a whole.
"It is basically impossible to have an honest
university in a dishonest society," said the chairman
of SDS at Columbia, Mark Rudd, in what was a fairly
representative statement of the sds attitude. Last
year's turmoil at Columbia, in his view, was im-
mensely valuable as a way of educating students
and the public to the "corrupt and exploitative"
nature of U.S. society.
"It's as if you had reformed Heidelberg in 1938,"
an SDS member is likely to say, in explanation of his
philosophy. "You would still have had Hitler's
Germany outside the university walls."
The SDS was founded in 1962. Today it is a loosely
organized group with some 35,000 members, on
about 350 campuses. Nearly everyone who has
studied the sds phenomenon agrees its members are
highly idealistic and very bright. Their idealism has
\dent power' has many meanings, as theyoung seek a role in college governance
Attached to a college (intellecttu
i
led them to a disappointment with the sc
around them, and they have concluded it is coi i
Most SDS members disapprove of the Ri;
experience with socialism, but they seem to a(
the Cuban brand. Recently, however, membe
turning from visits to Cuba have appeared i
lusioned by repressive measures they have see
government applying there.
The meetings of sds—and, to a large exten
activities of the national organization, gener;
'
have an improvisational quality about them.i
often carries over into the sds view of the fii
"We can't explain what form the society wil;
after the revolution," a member will say. "'
just have to wait and see how it develops."
In recent months the sds outlook has becor
creasingly bitter. Some observers, noting the e
;
tion in militant rhetoric coming from sds ^
quarters in Chicago, fear the radical movemen (
may adopt a more openly aggressive strategy.
Still, it is doubtful that sds, in its present sti
organization, would be capable of any sustn
concerted assault on the institutions of society J
organization is diffuse, and its members h
strong antipathy toward authority. They c
carrying out orders, whatever the source.
FAR MORE INFLUENTIAL in the long run Bobservers believe, will be the U.S. Na)i
Student Association. In the current spe .•
of student activism on the campuses, Ic.
of the NSA consider their members "moderates :
radicals. A former nsa president, Edwai
Schwartz, explains the difference:
"The moderate student says, 'We'll go on li
rather than burn the buildings down.' "
^
The nsa is the national organization of ei
student governments on nearly 400 campusi
Washington office shows an increasing eflfic
and militancy—a reflection, perhaps, of the fac l
many college students take student goveri-
much more seriously, today, than in the past.
The nsa talks of "student power" and work:
more student participation in the decision-iij
at the country's colleges and universities. /
wants changes in the teaching process an,
traditional curriculum.
j
In pursuit of these goals, the nsa sends ac|
around the country to help student govern
j
with their battles. The advisers often urg
students to take their challenges to authority
'
^t^^L-Jiii.
iixmally) and detached (physically), alumni can he a great and healthyforce
ts, and the nsa's central office maintains an
o-date file of precedent cases and judicial
sions.
major aim of nsa this year is reform of the
lemic process. With a $315,000 grant from the
I Foundation, the association has established a
er for educational reform, which encourages
ents to set up their own classes as alternative
els, demonstrating to the colleges and univer-
! the kinds of learning that students consider
hwhile.
le Ford grant, say nsa officials, will be used to
lerate quiet revolutions instead of ugly ones"
ollege campuses. The nsa today is an organiza-
that wants to reform society from within,
er than destroy it and then try to rebuild.
so in the picture are organizations of militant
:o students, such as the Congress for the Unity
ack Students, whose founding sessions at Shaw
/ersity last spring drew 78 delegates from 37
:ges and universities. The congress is intended
campus successor to the Student Nonviolent
rdinating Committee. It will push for courses on
history, culture, art, literature, and music of
roes. Its founders urged students to pursue their
5 without interfering with the orderly operation
eir colleges or jeopardizing their own academic
dties. (Some other organizations ofblack students
considerably more militant.)
id, as a "constructive alternative to the disrup-
approach," an organization called Associated
ent Governments of the U.S.A. claims a mem-
lip of 150 student governments and proclaims
it has "no political intent or purpose," only
sharing of ideas about student government."
lese are some of the principal national groups,
ddition, many others exist as purely local or-
[zations, concerned with only one campus or
ific issues.
~^XCEPT FOR THOSE whosc aim is outright dis-
J ruption for disruption's sake, many such
^
. student reformers are gaining a respectful
^ hearing from college and university ad-
strators, faculty members, and trustees—even
le more radical militants are meeting greater
tance. And increasing numbers of institutions
devised, or are seeking, ways of making the
;nts a part of the campus decision-making
ess.
isn't easy. "The problem of constructive student
participation—participation that gets down to the
'nitty-gritty'— is of course difficult," Dean C. Peter
Magrath of the University of Nebraska's College of
Arts and Sciences has written. "Students are birds
of passage who usually lack the expertise and
sophistication to function effectively on complex
university affairs until their junior and senior years.
Within a year or two they graduate, but the ad-
ministration and faculty are left with the policies
they helped devise. A student generation lasts for
four years; colleges and universities are more
permanent."
Yale University's President Kingman Brewster,
testifying before the National Commission on the
Causes and Prevention of Violence, gave these four
"prescriptions" for peaceful student involvement:
Free expression must be "absolutely guaran-
teed, no matter how critical or demonstrative it.
may be."
Students must have an opportunity to take
part in "the shaping and direction of the programs,
activities, and regulations which affect them."
Channels of |communication must be kept
open. "The freedom of student expression must be
matched by a willingness to listen seriously."
The student must be treated as an individual,
with "considerable latitude to design his own
program and way of life."
With such guidelines, accompanied by positive
action to give students a voice in the college and
university affairs that concern them, many observers
think a genuine solution to student unrest may be
attainable. And many think the students' contribu-
tion to college and university governance will be
substantial, and that the nation's institutions of
higher learning will be the better for it.
"Personally," says Otis A. Singletary, vice-chan-
cellor for academic affairs at the University of
Texas, "my suspicion is that in university reform,
the students are going to make a real impact on the
improvement of undergraduate teaching."
Says Morris B. Abram, president of Brandeis
University: "Today's students are physically, emo-
tionally, and educationally more mature than my
generation at the same age. Moreover, they have
become perceptive social critics of society. The re-
formers among them far outnumber the disrupters.
There is little reason to suppose that ... if given
the opportunity, [they] will not infuse good judg-
ment into decisions about the rules governing their
lives in this community."
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As FAR as the academic community is concerned,
^^ Benjamin Franklin's remark about hanging to-
gether or hanging separately has never been more
apt. The desire for change is better expressed in
common future-making than in disputing who is in
and who is out—or how far.
—John Caffrey, American Council on Education
A college or university can he governed well only by a sense of its commmi^
Who's in charge? Trustees and ad-ministrators, faculty members and
students. Any other answer—any
authoritarian answer from one of
the groups alone, any call from outside for more
centralization of authority to restore "order" to
the campuses—misses the point of the academic
enterprise as it has developed in the United States.
The concept ofthat enterprise echoes the European
idea of a community of scholars—self-governing,
self-determining—teachers and students sharing the
goal of pursuing knowledge. But it adds an idea that
from the outset was uniquely American: the belief
that our colleges and universities must not be self-
centered and ingrown, but must serve society.
This idea accounts for putting the ultimate legal
authority for our colleges and universities in the
hands of the trustees or regents. They represent the
view of the larger, outside interest in the institu-
tions: the interest of churches, of governments, of the
people. And, as a part of the college or university's
government, they represent the institution to the
public: defending it against attack, explaining its
case to legislatures, corporations, labor unions,
church groups, and millions of individual citizens.
Each group in the campus community has its own
interests, for which it speaks. Each has its own
authority to govern itself, which it exercises. Each
has an interest in the institution as a whole, which
it expresses. Each, ideally, recognizes the interests of
the others, as well as the cominon cause.
That last, difficult requirement, of course, is
where the process encounters the greatest risk of
breakdown.
"Almost any proposal for major innovation in the
universities today runs head-on into the opposition
of powerful vested interests," John W. Gardner has
observed. "And the problem is compounded by the
fact that all of us who have grown up in the aca-
demic world are skilled in identifying our vested
interests with the Good, the True, and the Beautiful,
so that any attack on them is, by definition,
subversive."
In times of stress, the risk of a breakdown is
especially great. Such times have enveloped us all,
in recent years. The breakdowns have occurred, on
some campuses—at times spectacularly.
Whenever they happen, cries are heard for
abolishing the system. Some demand that campus
authority be gathered into the hands of a few, who
would then tighten discipline and curb dissent.
Others— at the other end of the spectrum—der
:
the destruction of the whole enterprise, wiij
proposing any alternatives.
If the colleges and universities survive (
demands, it will be because reason again has 1 j
hold. Men and women who would neither de r
the system nor prevent needed reforms in i
;
hard at work on nearly every campus in Ami i
seeking ways to keep the concept of the acac
community strong, innovative, and workable
The task is tough, demanding, and likely to
tinue for years to come. "For many profess
said the president of Cornell University, Jam
Perkins, at a convocation of alumni, "the tin i
quired to regain a sense of campus communit
demands painful choices." But wherever that ;
has been lost or broken down, regaining
.
essential.
The alternatives are unacceptable. "If this /
munity forgets itself and its common stake
destiny," John Caffrey has written, "then
powers outside that community who will be
too glad to step in and manage for us." Chan!
Samuel B. Gould, of the State University of
York, put it in these words to a committee <
state legislature:
"This tradition of internal governance . . . m
at all cost—be preserved. Any attempt, ho'i^l
well-intentioned, to ignore trustee authority
undermine the university's own patterns of c'
tion, will vitiate the spirit of the institution ai
time, kill the very thing it seeks to preserve.'
Who's in charge there? The j(puzzle, put together on the pr
ing page, shows the particif
trustees, administrators, proff
students, ex-students. But a piece is missing. It
be supplied, if the answer to our question is
accurate and complete.
It is the American people themselves. By
and indirect means, on both public and pil
colleges and universities, they exert an infli
that few of them suspect.
The people wield their greatest power thi
governments. For the present year, through t
states, they have appropriated more than SS-li
in tax funds for college and university opei
expenses alone. This is more than three timi
$1 .5-billion of only eight years ago. As an exprt
of the people's decision-making power in I
JJ:^
i',
mltaneously, much power is held by 'outsiders' usually unazvare of their role
ation, nothing could be more eloquent,
irough the federal government, the public's
:r to chart the course of our colleges and uni-
ties has been demonstrated even more dramat-
'. How the federal government has spent
;y throughout U.S. higher education has
ged the colleges and universities in a way that
ould have visualized a quarter-century ago.
;re is a hard look at what this influence has
it. It was written by Clark Kerr for the
iings Institution's "Agenda for the Nation,"
nted to the Nixon administration:
ower is allocated with money," he wrote,
'he day is largely past of the supremacy of the
xatic president, the all-powerful chairman of
oard, the feared chairman of the state appro-
ons committee, the financial patron saint, the
ise foundation executive guiding higher educa-
nto new directions, the wealthy alumnus with
:t projects, the quiet but eff'ective representa-
of the special interests. This shift of power can
en and felt on almost every campus. Twenty
of federal impact has been the decisive in-
ce in bringing it about,
•ecisions are being made in more places, and
more of these places are external to the campus."
The process began with the land-grant movement
of the nineteenth century, which enlisted higher
education's resources in the industrial and agri-
cultural growth of the nation. It reached explosive
proportions in World War II, when the govern-
ment went to the colleges and universities for
desperately needed technology and research. After
the war, spurred by the launching of Russia's
Sputnik, federal support of activities on the campuses
grew rapidly.
M"iLLioNS OF DOLLARS cvcry year wentto the campuses for research. Most ofit was allocated to individual facultymembers, and their power grew pro-
portionately. So did their independence from the
college or university that employed them. So did
the importance of research in their lives. Clearly
that was where the money and prestige lay; at
'o's in Charge —
V
rhe Public
'ated by Jerry Dadds
many research-heavy universities, large numbers
of
faculty members found that their teaching duties
somehow seemed less important to them. Thus the
distribution of federal funds had substantially
changed many an institution of higher education.
Washington gained a role in college and uni-
versity decision-making in other ways, as well.
Spending money on new buildings may have had no
place in an institution's planning, one year; other
expenditures may have seemed more urgent. But
when the federal government offered large sums
of money for construction, on condition that the
institution match them from its own pocket, what
board or president could turn the offer down?
Not that the influence from Washington was
sinister; considering the vast sums involved, the
federal programs of aid to higher education have
been remarkably free of taint. But the federal power
to influence the direction of colleges and uni-
versities was strong and, for most, irresistible.
Church-related institutions, for example, found
themselves re-examining—and often changing—
their long-held insistence on total separation of
church and state. A few held out against taking
federal funds, but with every passing year they
found it more difficult to do so. Without accepting
them, a college found it hard to compete.
THE POWER of the public to influence thecampuses will continue. The CarnegieCommission on Higher Education, inits important assessment issued in Decem-
ber, said that by 1976 federal support foiii
nation's colleges and universities must gro
|
$13-billion a year.
"What the American nation now needs ii
higher education," said the Carnegie Commio
"can be summed up in two words: quality
u
equality."
How far the colleges and universities will
meeting these needs will depend not basical d
those who govern the colleges internally, but o n
public that, through the government, influ c
them from without.
"The fundamental question is this," saict;
State University of New York's Chancellor G i
"Do we believe deeply enough in the princif i
an intellectually free and self-regulating univ si
that we are willing to exercise the necessary ca in
which will permit the institution—with its faij.
to survive and even flourish?"
In answering that question, the alumni
»
alumnae have a crucial part to play. As fct
students, they know the importance of the hi
educational process as few others do. They u|
stand why it is, and must be, controversial;}
it does, and must, generate frictions; why i
and must, be free. And as members of the pili
they can be higher education's most inforineca
persuasive spokesmen.
Who's in charge here? The answer is at m
simple and infinitely complex.
The trustees are. The faculty is. The student q
The president is. You are.
The report on this and the preceding 15
pages is the product of a cooperative en-
deavor in which scores of schools, colleges,
and universities are taking part. It was pre-
pared under the direction of the group listed
below, who form editorial projects for
EDUCATION, a non-profit organization associ-
ated with the American Alumni Council.
Naturally, in a report of such length and
scope, not all statements necessarily reflect
the views of all the persons involved, or of
their institutions. Copyright © 1969 by Edi-
torial Projects for Education, Inc. All rights
reserved ; no part may be reproduced without
the express permission of the editors. Printed
in U. S. A.
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BELLES LETTRES
REVISITED
By DR. BYXO RHODES
Professor of English
1935
Thirty-four ye.irs have passed since Eastern students
printed their fust literary publication—Belles Lettres
Dr Rhodes, a former sponsor of the Belles Lettres,
revisits that first effort with an essay of light
literarv criticism.y
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Readiuo 'Between the Lines'
'6
Provides hisiojits to Authors
of m5
Editor's Note: About a \ear ago, Bc//e Lettrcs, Eastern's
student literary magazine since 1935, dawned with a new
name—Aurora. On the following pages Dr. Byno Rhodes, Pro-
fessor of English, e\;\miBes the first issue of Belle Lcftrcs, and
from the perspective of a past adviser of the publication
presents an essay of hght literary criticism.
According to the publication's current adviser. Dr. lohn
Long, more than 130 manuscripts came across the editors'
desks for the 1969 issue, The new edition was schedided for
dehvery in time for the Canterbnry Club banquet in early
May. Dr. Long is not sole adviser, but chairs a committee
of English professors who oversee Atirora's operation.
Dr. Rhodes has been at Eastern since 19.58, now teaching
Milton. Chaucer and The Epic. He has also taught Engli.sh
Drama to 1642. The Eighteenth Centurtj. Advanced Composi-
tion, and Creative Writing. He directs the Creative Writing
Workshop held at Eastern each summer. His oldest children,
one of thcin an English major, are Eastern undergraduates.
We are sine that our readers, especiallv those who re-
member the early years of Belle Lettrcs and know the student
authors of that first edition, will enjoy Dr. Rhodes' comments.
BELLES LETTRES
All annual anthologry of student writing sponsored
ami published by the Canterbury Club of Eastern Ken-
tucky State Teachers College
At Richmond. Kentucky
Robert H. Rankin, Exlitor
Jack McCord, Copy Ed. Mary Ann Patten, Exchange Ed.
Donald Michelson, Associate
Roy B. Clark, Ph, D., Sponsor
VOLUME ONE 1935 NUMBER ONE
CONTENTS
FOREWORD
VL\ Jane Paynter i
KENTUCKY AUTUMN' Blanche Wimple 3
THREE POEMS Kathleen Welch 4
JOilN HUNT MORGAN Grace Schneider 5
PRIUE Elizabeth Collins 11
LIGHT OF STARS Grace Krick 12
POEM Scott Osborne 12
WISHES J. Gleneva Sharp 13
A RAIX-DREXCHEU SHRUB Blanche Wimble 13
THE PAST Donald Michebon 14
IT IS NIGHT Agnes Edmunds 14
THE LACK OF LITER-ARY
APPRECIATION Robert H. Rankin 15
DIST.\NCE Mary Ann Patton 16
WASrS JAM Loreen Couchman 17
POE.M Blanche Wimble 21
THREE POE.MS Donald Michelson 22
FLOWERS AND GEMS J. Gleneva Sharp 24
DEATH C. E. Lanham 24
WINTER VERSUS WINTER Exie Mae Skaggs 25
FUTILITY Mary Ann Patton 25 ;
THE MAN WITH THE HOE
AN,SWERS Scott Osborne 26 ]
KEPT TRYST Dorothy Lee Denham 27
STAR MINDED Frazier B. Adams 28
THE WEIGHMAN Ed Hill 29 j
FAME Kathleen Welch 31
THE HICKORY BARK CRADLE „ Patricia Parsons 32
IX 1935 THE CANTERBURY Club published the first B:
Lettres. Its title page hsted Robert H. Rankin as Ecu.
Jack McCord as Copy Editor, Mary Ann Patton as Exch ^
Editor, Donald Michelson as Associate, and Roy B. Clark, PI
as Sponsor. Last year Belles Lettres was metamorphosed to
Aurora. These events seem to me to make a tribute to at
first Belles Lettres rather appropriate. In order to acl ve
greater objectivity and to focus on the magazine itsc 1
have carefully avoided any attempt to identify the stunt
authors of 1935 or to locate the alumni of 1969. I have so
accepted the rhetorical situation of a past sponsor speiug
to members of the club, a point of view sometimes it
suitable for folksy conversation than for critical discussion ul
one which the present situation seems to recommend.
Indeed, I read the first \olume of Belles Lettres w itl m
sympathetic understanding possible only in one who has s(ii
for se\eral \ears as faculty sponsor of the periodical and as
attended the gradual e\olution of manuscripts b\- ea>_;er ol
sometimes confused students. And yet I must admit that i i
of ni\- pleasure in reading comes from what the magmf
tells (between its lines) of student zeal and apprehem
This appears at once in the foreword which offers an ap< J
both for the name of the magazine and the quality cifc
offering
:
The publication of this little anthology of verse
and prose marks the beginning of a student publi-
cation devoted e.xclusively to literary forms of writing.:
Recognizing the need of a medium of publication
for the creative work of the students at Eastern, the,
Canterbury Club has undertaken the sponsorship;
of such a periodical. The editorial board recognizes'
that although the \olume does not measure up in
all respects to what it had hoped to present, all!
things must have a beginning.
The title "Belles Lettres," under which name the
student contributions will appear, is perhaps too
ambitious, but it is, after all, an e.\pression of faith
in what the anthology will become. It is hoped that
with each succeeding year more students will be
induced to contribute poetry, short stories, criticism,!
drama, and all other forms of creative writing. With
this hope in mind the editorial board respectfullyl
submits volume I of Belles Lettres.
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Unanswered Questions Puzzle Reviewer;
What Happened to the Missing Page?
The editorial board was not just being "polite." They niav
fathers and even grandmothers now. but the\' were scared
Is then. They hsted in the table of contents an entry
lied "Light of Stars" b\' Grace Krick to appear on page
elve, but two other poems appear there, one of which is
t listed in the table of contents. In fact, pages eleven and
elve have been pasted to the book as a kind of after-
)ught. This has caused "Stacks" by O. C. G. and "March
inds" by George Anne Graham also to lose their biUing in
; table of contents. Think of all the possibilities for schol-
V research here. What happened to Grace's poem? WTiere
it now? Who was O. C. G.? Whv the pasted page? And
lat happened to the page cut loose? I refuse to engage in
A research because I enjoy more imagining the meeting
it was held bv editors and sponsor to "discuss" the above
igle.
This seems to have shaken the editorial board rather
erely, for thev permitted far more errors of proof reading
in they should. Such printings as "ad" for "and," "vourh
i" for "your hand," occur regularlv, apostrophes seem to
3 from manuscripts, and letters tend to get transposed —
ras" for days." E\en English teachers can forgive such
ireless" errors — it isn't easv — but after all are we ex-
tted to believe that Morgan and his horse realh' rode
ough the house without ever bothering to disnioimt? And
luld we be allowed to demur when Ted is killed in the
t paragraph of a story about Jed? How can we continue
hold up the "good old davs" before the eves of \'0ur
ieless descendants if vou as an editorial board leave us
bh documents?
The magazine contains poetry, essay, and storv. The
etry illustrates the usual student errors and at times reaches
itches of poetic insight worthv of approval. "Kentuck\-
itumn" merits quoting not orjv as representative of the
ility of the periodical but also because it is tlie first poem
the first Belles Lettres.
Kentucky Autumn
Bv Blanche Wimble
Wild birds crving,
Flying across the moon;
Long night shadows shifting
Through bare black trees,
A burning wood odor
In the still air.
Means autumn in Kentucky.
e images here are quite acceptable in student poetrv and
avoid the temptations of "fine writing," but e\en the
dest critic would urge the poet to omit the final line. The
le mav be said of "Poem" on page twelve:
Poem
by Scott Osborne
The earth is a sentimental sadist,
Weeping the rain for man's plight.
Washing her face in the honest salt of sorrow.
Inarticulately blubbering her sympathy in tliunder.
Yet holding man tight like a fly in a trap.
Holding him to cry over him.
Yet hold him, torture him.
And weep—
The earth is a sentimental sadist.
Here some arresting images (particularly in lines three and
four) intermingle witli more commonplace ones such as the
trapped fly, but the ending "And weep—" would have more
poetic emphasis than the repetition of the first line gives.
The three poems by Kathleen Welch on page four show
a firm sense of rhythm but lean on trite images, although
the lines
For the life that clings on with a sickening beat.
When the soul is already dead
ha\e about them a solenmity of diction which is heightened
In- tlie twitching beat of the anapests into a \eritable fibrilla-
tion of the heart. Elizabeth Collins in "Pride" has anal\-zed
that vice is composed at times of beauty and courage as
well as at others of ugliness and sordidness and at still oHiers
of power and danger. She has developed the three aspects
in a separate stanza for each, but her first stanza would do
well to gi%'e one line to each two similar qualities rather than
list ugliness in a single line with beauty and courage. "Stacks"
is an image of long, dirt\- fingers reaching blasphemously
into the sky, searching for God. "March Winds" breaks its
image of the caress of the wind's hands on the poet's cheek
and detracts from a good sense of rhythm by getting the wind
into thfi poet's veins. "Wishes" presents the "Dreams that love
does brew" in a series of images which lack originalit\', and
in "A Rain-Drenched Shrub" the image of "diamonds/ |ust
outside the window" depends entirely on the title. "The Past
A Soliloquy" shows skill at adapting rhetorical phrasing to
metrical pattern, but its conclusion is rather contrived. In
"Tlic Man with tlie Hoe Answers" the readers are listening
not to a farmer, but to a philosopher who defies the "civi-
lized existence" which denies liini his primitive simplicity,
who speaks of "Old Nature," of "fk'sli inured to pain," of
"my progeny," of "guise of flesh," and who closes
And you, my learned critic, will be there with me
To sliare witli me the slirlter of a clod.
Clearly the poet has failed to keep his rustic philosopher in
character.
Further analysis of indi\idual poems will indicate the
usual shortcomings of the amateur. Sometimes the writer is
concerned totally with technique (form, rlivme), and subject
matter is slighted; sometimes the student is clearly engaged
in a mere intellectual exercise, spouting "poetr\'" without
genuine sincerity; and the usual "gav banners," "stoic cour^
age," "lightning flashed in streaks," "thunder boomed," "light
of my life," "unfathomable pools," "waning moons," and
"swirling leaves" appears though not as persistently as the
abo\-e list selected at random seems to indicate. The image
or metaphor as a veliicle of expression gives way quite often
to bald assertion and thus to near i:)rose, but these "young-
sters" of thirty years ago have on the whole produced a level
of student verse not always equaled in subsequent volumes.
After all it is doubtful that any of them really planned to be
poets, but probably no one of them regrets the experience
which taught humility before the true poet and a totally
new appreciation of the poem as a means of communicating
tlie truth and the beauty of life.
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First Editor Bemoaned Lack of Literary Appreciation
The prose of this first volume consists of four stories and
tvvo informal essays. The article on John Hunt Morgan
seems
to have begun as a tern, paper and to have been
recast as
an essay by "the browsing around in the library"
approach
of a student wlio was surprised to find a hero
rather than a
horse tliief. "Tlie I-aek of Literary Appreciation" is an
essay
by the editor, Rol>ert 11. Hankin, written I dare say
after a
difficult campaign to sell BeUcs Lcttrcs. (We still have
trouble .selling ti.eiu, B»i)). He laments the fact that
po.st
office rates and adsirtising have made picture papers, true
confessions, and other chi-ap magazines all too available to
"the lower level" who nrxvt bur books but leave the appre-
ciation of good hteratmv to the "upper crust," The shortening
of working hours and tlie new freedom of young people [In
1935? I thought it was just now parading across the campuses.]
have produced more leisure time whicli calls for something
other than sport, gin, sex, and thoughtless reading intended
only to kill time and mentioned as an appropriate companion
for card playing and smoking. "The movies are blamed for
almost everything, and no ilimbl they have somewhat lessened
the demand for printed entertainment." [There was no TV in
19.3.5]. But tlie crowning blow of all - he charges the English
teachers to find .md rcmose tlie causes of this disregard for
good literature. Please, Bob! [1 speak to the lad of 1935; the
man is probably as middle aged and plump as am I and
smiling with me - I Impel. But 1 feel a genuine s\nip.itliy
for the problems and hustrations he must have faced when
launching a new lilcr.iiA pi-riodieal on a state college campus
in 1935; there were main students in 1935 wlio lacked that
courage, and Eastern owes thanks Id liiiii his st.ill. and liis
writers for st:irliiig a liter. ir\ ti.iditieii lli.it li.is l.islcd
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"Ma," the first story in the first Belles Lett res, suit
from the errors very common in student writing. It is
a storv but a mere outline of what can become a stor\' ab
the frustrations of a mountain woman whose love of bia
and desire for education have sunk beneath the burdi n
toil and child bearing. For the same reason the chai.K I
fail to live, and thus no reader can be moved bv the de
of Ted — not only because he never lived but also beca
he w ;is mentioned previously as Jed. "The Weighman" n 1
resorts to mere outHne and even to such expressions as "Bk
smoke belched from the mine shaft and told a storv that
one who is acquainted with the mines needs to hear." Tl
of course, dodges the writer's resDonsibility toward the leai
and particularly the reader who is not "acquainted with
mines." One may add that more skilled use of subordiii.it
and transition would give the story a better unity. "1
Hickory Bark Cradle" mixed excellent writing with occasin
abstractions and trite figures. The first paragraph begins:
Jane twisted the last drop of water from tin
dish rag, gave it a smart snap to shake out the
wrinkles, and spread it over the bottom of the
dishpan on the wall. Turning down the wick of tlie
oil lamp, she gave a little puff at the top of the
globe which put out the light. The lamp was no
longer needed for it was daylight. She looked about
tlie small kitchen with loving eyes. Yes, everything
was in place, and clean, clean as only a real moun-
tain woman knows how to clean — scrubbing with
hot water and Ive soap. She buttoned the kitchen
door and hurried into the other room. John was at
the gate with the mare. He would be calling in a
minute. She went over to the baliy's crib and gath-
ered the sleeping child and pink cotton blanket into
her arms.
This is good firm writing except for "loving eyes" whi
creates no image but offers merely an interpretation. It woi
be better to describe her expression more sharply and alli
the reader to make his own interpretation. Again, when t
baby gazed at its mother and "puckered its lips into
mouthy smile," the reader receives a genuine image; V.
when "Jov. like a golden arrow, pierced the hearts" of t
parents, he is not convinced. Another example of this mir
ling of the trite phrase with effective diction occurs wh
in one paragraph "With one agonizing wTcnch he tore his e)
from hers" and looked at the spot where the cradle hj
been to see that "The place was full of the hot noon-d
sun." But on the whole the descriptions of farm house a:
new ground are sharp and authentic, and the story of Jo
and lane moves ahead with skilled narration save for
awkward break to orient the reader concerning the pa
They lea\'e their baby in a hickory bark cradle while th
work; the shadows give way to the shifting sun which cu
the bark around the baby and creates a barrel-like objfi
which in turn rolls down among the new-ground fires. WIi
the parents notice that the cradle is missing, they begin
anxious search among the burning heaps of the new groui
Suddenly their hearts stood still. Was that a
cry? Oh, where—where! Then a wail, thin and pierc-
ing, arose from a thicket of black berry vines di-
rccth below them. With one leap John was clutching
a roll of hickory bark. Catching sight of the pink
bl.iiikit, he pulled it with both hands. Out rolled
the mite, very red and very angry.
Ilou s tli;it for an ending?
j
But the best article in the magazine is a storv about ja;
It is a good child's stor\', but I hope mv own attenti\e readi:
indicates that it has the Swiftian quality of appeal to adu^
as well. And just think what modern critics can do with t
j
symbols of the story. The first paragraph indicates the
mediacy with which the fantasy is narrated:
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aced With Wo Jam at Jam Time'
Vast Becomes The Horatio Alger of the Puckwiidgies
Wasi groaned softly and eased himself a little
further under the Elderberry Bush. It was a glorioush'
starlit night, but he did not think about tliat at all.
He was thinking about the time when all the Puck-
wudgics would be eating jam and he would have to
do without. He groaned again. It made him more
miserable than his broken ankle, but he couldn't
seem to stop thinking about it. The law of the
Puckwudgies is that no one shall eat who does not
work for it, and it was a good law he thought, but
it didn't seem quite right in his case. He had always
worked hard helping Oconee hang jam pots high
up on the Passion \'ines to cook in the sun. Now,
just because his foot had sUpped, causing him to fall
and break his ankle, he would not be able to help
again. Among all the Puckwudgies no one liked jam
better than Wasi. He tliought about it so much he
lost all notion of time. No jam at Jam Time, no jam
at Jam Time, no jam at Jam Time. His mind was
like a race track with his thoughts galloping round
and round in that one circle, until suddenly, hearing
the crackle of twigs near bv lie (piicklv opened his
eyes.
ain, when the Chief Puckwudgies liurr\ to \\'asi's den,
are told;
Wasi paid no attention to them, but worked
steadily storing the jam pots. After a time the Chief
Puckwudgies heard of it and came hurr\ing to Wasi's
den to find out about it. Thev were so shocked
the\' ran all the wav, but before going in they each
took a deep breath, stood up in a very dignified at-
titude, straightened their clothes to hide the recent
haste they had been in. and proceeded in a slow
and sober procession down into \\'asi's den and
into his room. The smell of jam greeted tlieir noses
like a bouquet of sweet-scented flowers, but such
a different smell. It was not at all like that of the jam
the\' were accustomed to. Wasi stood respectfully
to one side, waiting for them to speak. The biggest
one spoke to him. He cleared his tliroat first to let
Wasi know he was about to speak.
s has almost a pictorial clarity of a scene from Disney's
arfs. Here is indeed a child's story which holds the adult's
ention as it imfolds itself in true fairy tale fashion and
just the right amount of sentiment — a straightforward
;ount of Wasi's turning his injury into achie\ement b\' dis-
fering a new type of jam and getting a medal. Here the
Id's story reads:
The Chief Puckwudgies said tlie\- would since it
smelled rather interesting.
Wasi carefully picked the nicest looking pots
out and gave one to each Chief. They tasted and
made agreeable smacking noises as the\' looked up
at the ceiling and said, "Hm." Then they tasted again
until the pots were entireh' empt\'. The Spokesman,
the one who had been talking to Wasi before, peered
with his bright dark eyes into the empty jam pot
as if he expected to find something more. Then he
looked over at Wasi with an appraising look; a very
speculative look which seemed to say, "You are a
new kind of Puckwudgie; a very original Puck-
wudgie."
He said, "Wasi, do you know what you have
done? Wait don't answer. I ha\e not finished yet
and I dislike to be interrupted. You have something
new, something of value. No one has e\cr tluiught
of making a different kind of jam before, but this
jam you have made is even better than the jam we
are accustomed to liaving."
Wasi felt that he had been having a very wonder-
ful dream. It was too good to be true. He was still
trembling with excitement. He bhnkcil Inick the tears
as he looked at the now wonderful jam pots. For a
long time he had been afraid that it might not turn
out all right. There would be si^veral Starry Hours
before bedtime, but Wasi was so tired and so happy
he curled up by his jam pots and went to sleep, to
dream about that lo\cly Black Stripe lie w,is to get
at the Council of llic Bed Momi.
But till- rudiuii is adult and comes with pleasant toll .ut
surprise:
If you have never eaten Puckwudgie jam, you
have missed the best kind of jam there is. You
may know the two kinds as May Apples ( Wasi's
jam) and the May Pops (Puckwudgie Jam) but
whate\cr you call them they are delicious.
Please, Miss Couchman or Mrs. \\'hoever\(iuarenow. send me
some of that jam.
EKIil
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Archaeolog
In the Bulldozer's Shadov
Eastern Students Find Th
Traces of A Long Vast
Indian Culture
III the shadow of Easterns iwii
fcssor Dtniil W,i,rl
"profiU" jor the site alieie an liid
high-rhc dormitories. Pro-
scrapes awaij soil for an arehacological
'iaii rilhiiic once thrived.
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Bv BETTY T. BALKE
Alumnus Feature Writer
OTEVE ABNEY was just walking, one Saturd
^ last September, walking in the head-down,
mused way of the archaeology student. He was f
lowing a ridge running along a big tract of Univers
propei"ts', where the ubiquitous bulldozer had not
set foot.
He bent over to pick up a small object, a brol<
shard of pottery. Abney fell to his knees and beg
sifting with his fingers through the surface s(
Here were stone chips from tool-making, there \\
an airow point.
Professor David Ward, a member of Easter
anthropology Faculty, was delighted to learn
Abney "s find, and quickly organized a crew to dig
Like everyone else on this campus. Ward worked
the shadow of the construction bulldozer; the la
where Abney found his artifacts was scheduled
development as, "an intramural field, I think." It';
some 1,500 feet east of tlie Smith Park Obser\atojj
in the very shadow of Eastern's high-rise men's dH
mitories.
The Uni\ersity gave Ward a facult\' research gr;
:
to cover equipment costs for the dig. "It was jusl'ii
typical, medium-size, archaeological site," said tlie p |-i
fessor, "and we seem to have dug in an Indian wcg
area." I
The diggers found some 2,000-3,000 pieces of p,
tery, and about a dozen projectile points, along w
animal bones. The Indians who once stayed at 1
site li\"ed out their sedentar)', agricultirral lives soi
500 to 1,000 years ago, Ward said. They probal
raised corn, beans, scpiash and they used deer
food, and clothing. These Madison County peoi
were like other Indians of the same epoch wh( 1
\illages, bv the thousands, have been dug and \
'
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egins At Home
je Abney, finder of the di^'.^ ntc. btiulics iuiiiL oj llic mure tlum 2,000 putten/
\ments found by diggers.
C^^\^-^n- '^'^
're digging begins, sijuares are )nurkcd off bij arehaeolog'.sis, using peg^ iind
'
'g. The site is some 1,500 feet from Smith Park Observatori/ and within site
}hree new dormitories.
corded all over the mid-west.
Abnev, a junior honor student from
Lexington, participated in all stages
of work at the site.
In digging the Indian village.
Professor Ward accomplished a
dual purpose: to carry out archaeo-
logical inxestigations through exca-
vation, and to provide the frame-
work for a course in archaeological
field methods (Arch 65, taught dur-
ing the fall semester, 196S).
Field work on the campus site
was begun after the site was first
measured and divided hy the "grid"
system—a series of pegs marking
off ten-foot squares. Excavation
was then done in selected squares.
Such excavations, along with the
survey of sites, part of an over-
all archaeological investigation of
the nature of Indian cultures in
Kentuckv. Such investigation.
Ward savs, will provide infor-
juation on tlu' following:
,'The kinds of cultiu-es once in
the area.
The time span ()\er \\hich they
existed.
The mutual relationship of
these cultures.
./Their relationship with the en-
\ironment.
Archaeological field research-
beyond that of site survey—in-
volves, says Ward, two main steps,
mapping and excavating.
First the archaeologist draws a
contour map of the site, showing
its topographv.
Second he plots a grid svstem,
marking dimensions both hori-
zontalh" and verticalh'.
Finallv, the archaeologist makes
a collection of artifacts on the sur-
face, plotting their position on his
contour map according to the grid
svstem. This shows the distribution
of potsherds, fragments, burned
clay, artifacts and the like over the
site. Not onK does such mapping
gi\e "some clue to activity areas,"
but it also gi\es an indication
where test pits or trenches should
be sunk.
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Diggers Vlan The
Excavation of
Other Sites
Exca\ating usualh' begijis witli
the digging of test pits but if tlie
arcliaeologists has plenty of time
he digs a trencli, hoping to find
sucli features as houses, pits,
hearths, stockades and the hke. He
records accurately the horizontal
and \ertical position of all surface
and su])surface data.
Professor Ward is hoping to find
other sites, and then to snrve\-
them. WitJi pennission of land
owners he may then excavate sites
he has surveyed. Tims, with the
survey of a site on Eastern's prop-
erty, and its later excavation, lias
begun a longterni plan of digging
and re]5orting archaeological sites,
another of Eastern's quieter-but
nevertlieless valuable - contribu-
tions to education.
liiii (.'iniijiliiU ixiimiiif.s II jruij^incnl dis-
Uid^iil hij shiiicl-uieldiiiii ji'iij Ilnti.sr-
Jioldir (IS llic students iiDrk an ii jirofile
(It till iir(h(icitliii!iciil site.
Inn Cnnijilnll stcddics tlic sijlini^ sci n
aliilc Duif^lu Bieclder slnncls i
tUiiniii]i it. Eastern's student rescdiri'S
jonnd niamj of the potteiy (ind pidjeae
(II I ifnets diseovered at the dig tisiit'^ fS
lc( hniijuc. i
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A precis of news about Eastern and its Alumni
Campus News Report Classnotes Alumni Report Sportscope Letters
New Buildings Serve Eastern's
Housing, Administrative Needs
. L. Keene Hall
yuses 616 Men
I'illiani Keene Hall, a new dormitory
men at Eastern, was dedicated Feb-
y 23. It is named in honor of a
Eessor of English who ser\ed Eastern
years.
.t a luncheon honoring Keene, Dr.
t C. Bach, also a professor of Eng-
,
described the retired professor as
man whose life has epitomized and
)se words ha\e expressed most of the
lities and values of the campus com-
lity he has served."
!eene. aided by members of his
ly, President Robert R. Martin, and
nbers of the Board of Regents, sealed
the new building a cornerstone con-
ing newspaper clippings, pictures and
r items concerning Eastern and the
Tiitor\-, plus several articles written
Keene.
he family members included Keene's
ghter, Mrs. Shirley Kearns, Mr.
rns, and their three children, of
imond. The board members were
iam L. Wallace, Lexington; Robert
Begle\ and Earle Combs, Richmond.
Ralph W'h.din, faculty representa-
ach described Keene as a teacher,
tty without ostentation, precise with-
pedantrw using control without
innv, and responsi\'e to Iiterar\' and
nan nuance."
Lccording to Bach, "continuit\' in his-
comes from the dedicated and con-
ed efforts of men like Keene."
he new 17-storv dormitor\" houses
men in 308 rooms.
57 Students
core Perfectly
"he Dean's List of honor students for
\ spring semester was headed by L57
iplars wlio made a perfect academic
liding of 4.0.
his was announced bv Dr. Thomas
Sto\all, vice president for academic
iirs. He said students on the Dean's
: totaled 722.
attain the list, a student must make
I academic average of 3.5 or better.
Dr. W. C. Jones, former Eastern dean,
applies the first mortar to the corner-
stone of the Jones Building in ceremonies
earlier this year. Dr. Jones, professor of
Education, retires this year after a total
of 22 years service to Eastern.
Campus News
R E P O I? T
Telford First Dorm
In W onien''s Complex
Eastern's newest dormitory for girls.
Brown Telford Hall, was dedicated Feb-
ruary 9 at an opt'U luiuse and corner-
stone ceremon\
.
Tlie 13-story liiulding, first dormitory
in a four-dormitory complex, is named
for Miss Brown E. Telford of Richmond,
longtime memlicr of the music faculty.
Miss Telford retired from Eastern's
faculty July 1, 1962, after completing 44
years of service as teaclier of organ and
piano. Slie attended Greenbrier College
for Women at Lewisburg, W. V'a., the
Cincinnati Conservatory of Music, and
the New England Conservatory of Music
at Boston. She is a graduate of Teach-
ers College, Columbia University, New
York Cit\
.
Brown Telford Hall houses 600 women
students, as will each of the other dormi-
tories to be built in the four-dorm quiid-
rangle. A cafeteria accommodating about
1,000 persons will be built witli the com-
plex.
The women's dorniitorx complex is one
of two imder construction on the campus.
The first unit ol a men's complex.
William Keene Hall, is now occupied.
This complex also will contain four dor-
mitories and a cafeteria.
Jones Building Honors Ex-Dean;
Houses University Offices
"When the academic fate of a student
was at stake and the scales of justice
seemed to be perfectb balanced. Dean
[ones alwa\"S tipped them in fa\or of
the student."
This was said at a luncheon preceding
cornerstone ceremonies and open house
for the new Jones Building at Eastern.
The speaker was Dr. .Arxilli- Wheeler,
professor of education.
The building, an addition to the Coates
Administration Building, was named for
Dr. W. C. Jones, professor of education,
who served as dean of the faculty at
Eastern for 11 years, from 1934 to 1945.
Dr. Wheeler said that in dealing witli
students. Dean [ones "tcmpired justice
with mercv, realizing tliat if a student
deserved to be sent home, he needed
more to be kept in school."
The four-stor\- annex provides offices
and work space for administrative de-
partments at Eastern. The new air-con-
ditioned building is constructed of rein-
forced concrete with brick exterior walls.
Dr. Jones .served at Eastern from 1926
to 1945. From that year, until 1966,
when he returned to Eastern, he taught
and served as dean of the graduate
school, dean of admissions and dean of
continuing education at George Peabody
College.
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Three New Master's Programs, Broadcasting
Major Are Approved For Fall Semester
Eastern is initiating new master's de-
gree programs in political science, public
administration and physical education.
In approving these programs, the
Board of Regents also approved a pro-
gram leading to a bachelor of arts in
broadcasting.
The regents voted to establish a de-
partment of special education and re-
habilitation in the College of Education
to train teachers of handicapped children.
The master-of-arts program in political
science and the master-of-public-admin-
istration will begin in September. The
physical education program, offering a
master of science degree, will begin in
June. The new department will be estab-
lished in September.
Tlie study in broadcasting, beginning
in September, is offered mainly because
of the demand by broadcasters for more
personnel in this work.
Simdbloin Print
Sales To Assist
Develop Park
Funds to lielp dc\clop Fort Boones-
borough State Park are being raised
through sale of prints of Haddon Simd-
bloni's 196S painting of Daniel Boone.
The first numbered print was presentril
to Gov. Louie B. Nunn, and all otiiirs
will be distributed by the Fort Boones-
borough State Park Association.
Each print is signed bv the artist and
bv actor Fess Parker, long indentified
with the Boone role on television.
The Robert B. Ilensley Foundation of
Louisville made 200 prints available, 100
measming 18 by 21 inches, and the other
100, .36 by 46 inches. The smaller print
is priced at $100 and the larger at $150.
All proceeds will go into development ot
Fort Boonesborongh, according to Dr.
Robert R. Martin, president of the Fort
Boonesborongh State Park Association.
Inquiries should be directed to the Fort
Boonesborongh State Park Association.
511 Lancaster A\eiuu'. Richmond.
dents Liie«850
Eastern formally recognized some 850
students Mav 11 at the annual Honors
Day in Hiram Brock Auditorium.
Awards for scholastic and leadership
abilities were presented by about 20 de-
partments and 10 campus organizations.
Those winning recognition included
717 students on the Dean's list for aca-
demic excellence. 38 in "Who's Wlio
Among Students In American Universi-
ties and Colleges," and those winning
departmental awards, scholarships, assist-
antships and honor society awards.
Presiding was Allen K. JBrelsford, Clay-
ton, Ohio, president of Omicron Alpha
Kappa, senior men's honorary. Carolyn
Hill, Louisxillc, president of tlie Col-
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Students who earn the masters arts
in political science "can easily command
advanced positions in gover.ament, in-
dustry, and other area of employment,"
according to Dr. D. B. Pettengill, chair-
man of the political science department.
Of the program offering the master
of public ad}ninistration degree, Petten-
eill said, "Tlie absence of a smaller grad-
uate degree in any other Commonwealth
institution speaks to its need."
The course offering the master of
science degree in physical education is
designed to offer in-depth preparation
for non-pubhc school personnel. Studi
likeh' to select ths graduate study
primarily include non-teaching bache
of-science degree graduates, who h
majors or minors in health, physical e
cation, or recreation. Their purpose
study will be directed toward age
emplo\'ment, advanced graduate sti
and college teaching.
The Department of Special Educal
and Rehabilitation will train teachers
work in mental retardation, speech pf
ologv and audiologv and rehabilital
counseling.
Forty-three Students Get Bar^
Precedmg Commencement Rite
Forty ROTC graduates at Eastern re-
ceived commissions as second lieutenants
in the United States Army preceding
commencement exercises June 1.
Two graduating cadets were commis-
sioned in the U.S. Marine Corps and one
coed received a commission in the
Women's Army Corps.
The commissioning in the Combs
Building was followed by a reception in
the Student Union Building.
Tliose who will receive commissions
in the U.S. Army are:
James M. Aitkin. Flemingsburg; Da\ iti
H. Alban, Ashland; Larry L. Arnett.
Oneida; William M. Arthur, Erlanger;
Darrell A. Reusing, New Albany, Ind.,
John ). Bleidt, Louisville; Allen K. Brels-
ford, Clayton, Ohio; Barry T. Brooks,
Springfield, Ohio; Gerald A. Bvrd, Flor-
ence; Marion W. Church, fr., Maitland;
Edward F. Clancy, Salem, N. [.
Also, Peter F. Connallon, Jr., Sparta.
N. !.; James L. Craft, Wurtland; Robert
J. Divose\ ic, Pittsburgh. Pa.; Steve W.
Fardo, Mutlir; Torr\ L. Florence, F;d-
Seminar Helps
Loeal Offieials
The necessity of professional compe-
tence in local government is being em-
phasized in a series of seminars con-
ducted for cit\ and conntv officials of
28 counties.
Assistant Professor Rodger S. Gunn of
the Political Science Department, who
is conducting the seminars, said, "The
idea behind the program is improvement
in the (pialitv and amount of political
leader.shi|i in the sin;dl cit^' and rur;il
county.'
The seminars are for officials "who
constitute the legislative, executive and
judicial leadership in their respective
communities," Gunn added.
legiate Pentacle, women's honorary, de-
livered the invocation. A reception for
honorees and guests followed the cere-
monies.
mouth; Kenneth X. Furnish, Jr., Covi
ton; Gary L. Coins, Newport; Randy
Cray, Sr., Hamilton, Ohio; Randall
Croger, Cincinnati; John J. Guilfo
Sharonville, Ohio; Carl E. Hollar.
Chiulottesville, Va., Earl D. Holt, N(
Also, Arthur S. Johnson, III, Lo
\ille; Dennis W. Kelley, Ft. Mitcl-|
David M. Lee, Lexington; Henr\' .
Maurer, Alexandria, Va.; Philip .
Nicholas, Glasgow; William V. Pan
,
Richmond; John M. Pitman, Hamil i,
Mo.; Ronald A. Reed, Flemington. X.
;
Robert F. Sprague, Newport; Frank'.
Stackhouse, Easton, Pa.
Also, Ronald S. Stacy, London; J n
C Stringer, II, Hazard; Michael D. Si
van, Gahanna, Ohio; James T. Thuni i,
Richmond; Cecil H. Van Diver, Harn -
biug; William J. Wall, Petersburg,
'
.,
and Major W. Wheat, Jr., Lawrenceb ;.
Receiving the WAC commission s
Linda K. Coram, Dayton, Ohio. ' e
Marine Corps commissions went to ^ I-
liam V. Scott, Lebanon, and John 1.
Wills. P;ms.
Nursing
Enrollment
Gets Boost
Xineteen new students h;i\ e cnrc i
in the two-year degree program of ;c
Department of Nursing.
Because they have already had S' e
required courses, these students will le
able to finish at the same time as n i-
ing students who began study in 1,
1968, according to Mrs. Charlotte Dei
program chairman.
Besides now starting students in
spring semester, the nursing departniu
also has added courses in the sum It
term, and thus operates all year. ![•-
pital admini.strators are pleased with 'if
"flexibilitx " of the Eastern progi i,
Mrs. Denny says.
Eastern inaugurated its two-year M
program in 196.5.
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\'. student body lias elected neic officers of the Student Association for next school
r. In front, is Koran Bn/ant, business major from Frankfort, secretary. Back row,
n left, are Robert Warfield, speech major from Louisville, vice president: James V.
legrinon, political science major from Neiv Boston, Ohio, president, and James
Ihertson, English major from Paris, treasurer. Warfield teas later elected student
resentative to the Board of Regents. The Student Association is an organization
iposed of all regularly enrolled students at Eastern. It includes the Student Council
1 the Student Court.
r. Martinez Selected
or FuUjright Lecture
riie U.S. Department of State has noti-
! Dr. Rodolfo Martinez that he has
•n awarded a Fulbright Lectureship
teach in Argentina this summer and
ie will conduct a seminar in political
'nee at the National University of
vo in Mendoza, Argentina. His lectures
1 he in the Spanish language.
\Iartinez, assistant professor of politi-
science at Eastern, was one of 112,
ifessors selected for the lectureships
im 2,300 applicants. The lecturers are
sit to all parts of the world in an ex-
linge program under the Fulbright-
i ys Act, administered bv the State De-
|"tment.
iVIartinez will go to Washington, D. C.
i March for pre-departure orientation
' lecturers going to Latin America.
He will take a leave of absence from
. duties at Eastern from Julv through
cember, the period during which he
U lecture and conduct research in
gentina. His wife and son, Daryl, 11,
'1 accompanv him on the trip.
from 2,300
Award
Martinez came to Eastern from Brig-
ham Young UniversitN' at Provo, Utah.
He formerh' taught at Na\'arro Junior
College. Corsicana, Texas, and Casper
College, Casper, ^^'vonling. His home
town is Corpus Christi. Texas.
He earned the B.S. and the Ph.D. de-
grees from the Uni%ersitv of Utah and
the Master's from the Uni\ersitv of
Texas.
Cliurclmieii Meet
For June Confab
The Kentuckv Conference of the
United Methodist Church held its 149th
annual session June 11-1.5 at Eastern
with registration of about 1.000 dele-
gates.
The delegates, representing a mem-
bership of 80,000 Methodists in the Ken-
tuckv Conference, heard reports of this
\ear's work and considered programs for
the coming vear.
Law Enforcement
Cash Used Well
Eastern Kentucky University is "mak-
ing good use" of the $25,239 it received
from the federal go\ernment to train
state correctional cmplovees and officials.
This accoimt comes from Brett Scott,
assistant professor in the School of Law
Enforcement, who directs the corrections
training program.
Scott says the money—which comes
from the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration of the U. S. Department
of Justice— is paying for in-service classes
to train these people:
( 1 ) State probation and parole officers,
( 2 ) the guards and the treatment staff
of the state reformatory and the peni-
tentiarv. and ( 3 ) the administrative staff
of the Kentuck\ Department of Correc-
tions.
Dr« Otero Gets
Research Grant
Dr. Ra\niond B. Olcro, assistant pro-
fessor of biology has received a $2,072
grant from the Brown-Hazen Fund of
tlie Research Corporation of Chicago for
biological research.
Dr. Otero will use the grant, awarded
through the facultx' research budget at
Eastern, to studv the means of entry of
naked deoxxxibonucleic acid ( DNA ) into
a becterial cell. Eastern graduate stu-
dents, Greg Z. Da\is, Richmond, and
James W. Snyder, Bremen, Ohio, are
engaged in preliminary investigations of
this subject Otero said.
Brown-Hazen grants are awarded to
colleges, universities and medical schools
for support of the biomedical and bio-
logical sciences, with particular empha-
sis on microbioloby. immunology and
biochemistrv. Dr. Otero said.
"The grants are made primarily to
initiate creative fundamental research
proposed and perfonned by faculty mem-
bers earlv in their academic careers, and
to aid the more divergent and speculative
studies conducted by estabUshed investi-
gators," he added.
Coaches Schedule
Summer Clinics
Four Eastern varsity coaches will help
high school students impro\e their skills
in" competitive sports this sumnier at
Eastern Kentucky University.
Thev are Guv Strong, basketball; Roy
Kidd, football; Jack Adams, tennis, and
Don Combs, swimming.
The first of the camps begins June 8
and the last one closes Jul\' 26. Campers
will live in universit)' dormitories and
eat in campus cafeterias.
Each camper will select one sport and
stav with it dining the week-long camp.
The camp dates are: Swimming, boys
and girls, ages 13-18, June 8-14; tennis,
bovsand girls, ages 10-18, June 15-21
and June 22-28; football, boys entering
9th grade and up, July 13-19 for 9th
and iOth grade students, July 20-26 for
nth and 12th grades; basketball, July
13-19 for ages 13-15, Julv 20-26 for ages
1.5-18.
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SPORTSCOPE by DAVID M. VANCESports Editor
Basketball Ready For Gountdown
A LL SYSTEMS ARE GO for
-^*- Eastern's basketliall program.
Coach Gm^ Strong, in his second
season, Hfted the Colonels into a
fourth-place finish in tlu' rugged
Ohio Valley Conferenci'. compiling
a 13-9 over-all record. .\nd four
starters return next season.
There is one \erv glaring fact
about this \ear"s team. The start-
ing unit was 23 points better after
mid-season, .^nd bv seasons end,
there wasiit a better club in the
entire league.
Consider these facts:
—Eastern won nine of its last
12 games anil seven of its last ten
OV'C tests.
—Bnbb\' \\'ashington averaged
17.5 points for the first nine games
and 23.1 for the last 13.
—Bo\'d Lvnch a\'eraged 17.5
points and 10.5 rebounds after be-
coming a starter. Before that, his
averages were 4.3 points and 3.6
reboimds.
—Toke C^olenian averaged IS
points in his final nine games.
—W'illie Woods was as consistent
as e\'er (16.5 points and 10.3 re-
boimds).
—Carl Greenfield averaged 13.5
points and 13.7 rebounds after mid-
season.
—M least five freshmen will be
strong contenders for a starting job
after an iml5ressi^•e vearling season.
All these facts add up to one
more fact. Gu\- Stroner is moxing
ra|iidh toward liis goal.
This year's team, for example,
lost two games to league-champion
Murray by a total of three points.
"I can't help feeling optimistic,
"
said Strong. "Of course, we lose
Bobby bv graduation, but we ji^lleil
as a unit toward tlie t'nd of the
sea.son and I think wf're read\ to
make our move.
"The most encouraging thing,"
he continued, "was the team atti-
tude. We're moving in the right
direction now.
"
Here's a closer look at this year's
finish:
%
%t,^
CohincI s.uard Bubbii Wailiington. here putting on a dribbling cxijibition in the clos^,
minutes of an 85-77 overtime win over Western, was an AU-OVC choice for 's
tliird slrdiiilit time, and led Eastern scorers uitlt a 20.1 aicrtwe. I
EKl^
1968-69 FINAL ST.\TISTICS
NAME c; FGM FGA PCT FTM FTA PCT REB AVG F-D TP AVG!
Babliy (
1
Wa.sliiniiton 21 1.53 325 .481 116 148 .784 96 4.6 61- 3 422 20.
Ij
Willie '
1
Woods IS 128 293 .438 35 64 .547 186 10.3 53- 1 291 16.2j
Tokr i
I
Cdk-nian -T-l 11.5 2SS .4(13 73 97 .753 161 7.3 54- 3(15 13.S
Boyd
Lvncli IS 90 217 .417 27 36 .750 127 7.1 38- 207 ll.S
Carl
Grrciifield 22 95 2:30 ,417 :37 94 .400 260 11.8 64- 3 228 10.4
lerrx
Godlnx 10 27 61 .443 13 15 .867 .50 5.0 33- 67 6.7
Tim
Ar<rabri<T]it 8 13 31 .419 11 19 .579 30 3.8 10- 38 4.5
CIu'SUt
Rose 9 12 35 .:343 12 15 .800 24 O " 14- 1 36 4.C
Clint
Arnold 14 13 28 .464 26 36 .722 20 1.4 17- 50 3 (
Ron
Yount; 6 2 6 ..3.3:3 6 7 .867 14 2.3 1- 10 1."
Gai-v"
Panl 9 38 86 .442 11 14 .786 54 6.0 33- 4 87 9.';
Panl
Br\ant 4 9 18 .50U 1 2 .500
Team
5
81
1.3 4- 19 4.!
EASTERN'
TOTALS 22 696 1624 .436 369 553 .667 1123 51.0 3SS-13 1761 80.(
OlM'OXEXTS"
TOTALS 22 673 1.547 .433 3:33 504 .659 1021 46.4 401-19 1679 76.:
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[els Still In The Same Groove-Winning
haveASTERX'S EELS
the Keiitiick\
imming and Di\ ing Champion-
Intercollegiate
iound like a broken record?
Jome to think of it. that's what
all about, too. Broken records.
3on Combs guided the Eels to
ir seventh consecuti\e KISDC
e this \ear and along the wav
V broke a few more team
ords.
rhats called progress, but
mbs is reluctant to accept an\-
the credit.
I know it sounds corn\- — or
e — but m\' bovs realh' do de-
ve all the credit. I just watch."
i;orn\', ma\-be, but the fact re-
ins that Combs has watched
s bovs" win 75 of 90 meets in
en vears.
Vnd then he's also had the
isure of seeing his bo\'S earn
All-.\merican certificates during
t same seven-vear span.
This season. Combs had special
lise for his crack 400-vard free-
le relay team and a couple of
standing freshmen.
rhe rela\' team went unbeaten as
stern won nine of ten meets (the
V loss was at Alabama).
'\Iembers of the rela%- and a few
lers displaved the ultimate in
lying the )3ricp, " as coaches like
call it.
i'Thev paid tlie price sociallv.'
mbs laughed, explaining that
!y shaved their heads, amis.
?st and legs to help increase
;ir times.
\ pair of freshmen also ga\e
mbs reason to smile.
Ron Holihan broke the e.xisting
ol record in e\'er\' meet he ap-
ared in this season. Brubaker.
Dther freshman, also impressed
mbs with his performance on
' rela\' team and in the 200-vard
estvle.
AU told. Combs has 14 lettermen
liming next vear. He loses onl\"
ee.
Which means his unbeaten string
lainst Kentuckv colleges and uni-
Irsities mav survi\e its
[ison.
Kind of like a broken record.
-EK12I
^\UC, 1969
eighth
Jim Schwurz stictchct, out over tlie water in front of his fellow 4(l(l-iiard frccsti/le
relay tsam members (from left) Rich Anderson, Karl Brubaker, and Pc'c Reed. Tlie
relay team went undefeated in tir's year's swimminii eompctition.
Challenging Schedules
Set For '69-70 Teams
A TTRACTIVE. CHALLENG- '69-70 BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
-^*- iXG sc'icdules ha\e been an- Dec. 1 Michigan State A
11 .1 f 1-1 u ,1 Dec. 6 Western Carolina Hnounced tor t!ie tootball and r^ ,^ , c n »Dec. 11) LaSalle A
basketball Colonels during the Dec. 13 Davton H
1969-70 school vear. Dec. 15 Morehead A
,
,
Dec. 18 Georgia Southern H
-Additions t:) tl:e football sc-heil- t.^j^ 3 4|,,:stin Pea\- .A.
ule are Indiana powers Ball State [an. 5 Murrav A
and Indiana State; while Big Ten I>" ;''
^Y'-t-,';'''.- S^ Ian. 12 Middle Tenn. H
Strongman Michigan State, power-
,^,„
^- East Tennessee H
ful LaSalle, ^^'estern Carolina and 'an. 19 Tennessee Tech .-V
Georgia Southern are newcomers ^"?- -\ )^*^§*"^'' ^ecli A
,,,,,,, ,, . Feb. 2 Canisius H
to the l^asketball slate. Also m p^i^ - Morehead H
basketball, strong Eastern inde- Feb. 9 \\es;ern .V
pendent Canisiu.s\vill be making I'^Y ]i V"™V S
'
,
^ Feb. 16 .\ustin Pea\ H
its first Alumni Coliseum appear- Yeh. 21 Middle Tenn. A
..,j^^,p Feb. 23 Va. Commonwealth H
Feb. 28 East Temiesse? A
.Austin Pea\- will provide football March 2 Tennessee Tech H
opposition for the Colonels on '69 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
„ , „ r. , -, rr Sept. 20 Ball State HBand Day. Oct. b; Homecoming
^/^^ ,7 East Tennessee A
will be against Western. Oct. 25; Oct. 4 Austin Peav H
^
,
, ,
(Biind Day)
the new 20.000-scat physical edu- Qct. 11 Middle Tenn. A
cadon-athletic stadium complex Oct. 18 .Akron _ A
Oct. 25 Western kentuck\ H
will be dedicated against Tennes- (Homecoming)
see Tech Xon-. S, and the Indiana ;;:'»• \
^""^>'
'^
Now o 1 ennessee lech ri
State clash, Xow 15. will be ROTC (Dedication Game)
T-^ Nov. 15 Indiana State H
^^y- (ROTC Dav)
SKlfl ^o^- -^ Morehead A
55
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With goal posts ulrcaih/ in place on the playing field, the seat
side of the nen physical education-athletic complex begins to
take form. Here the lower level is cirttialh/ complete with'u
end of the \ippcr deck nndcraaii. !
FC ^TBALL: New Complex AnswersDeiiiaiid for More Seats
rpHE FOOTBALL COLONELS
-*- will have a new home in Sep-
tember, and for tlie first time in
years Eastern's Atliletic Ticket Of-
fice will be able to meet tlic re-
quests for seats.
The seating problem for liome
football games had become critical
in recent seasons. The student en-
rollment alone has been greater
than Hanger Stadium's seating
capacity for a number of years.
And, Rov Kick! hasn't been help-
ing matters any. \\'ith his teams
ripping off two straight Ohio Val-
ley Conference titles in exciting
fashion, the ticket demand has
soared.
This fall the plnsical education-
athletic stadium complex will be
finished. A total of 20,000 fans
will be able to see the Colonels
pla\' in the new arena.
With all the uiterest in football,
it \\ould be easv to look at the new
struetiu-e as nothing but a stadium.
It would be a mistake. .\ multi-
purpose facility, like its neighbor-
ing Alumni Coliseum, the physical
education-athletic stadimn com-
plex will provide classroom sjw
and activity areas for some 2iX
.students hourlv. i
It will contain classrooms, rf-
fices and auxiliar\' gymnasiijis
The 10-story structure will h(|Sf
offices for the departments
plnsical education, military sci(
and law enforcement.
On the inclined, terraced "r
of the building \\ill be the stad
seats.
The Ahiininis is offering its r|d
ers a chance to assure resei^'i
scats in the new complex bv 'V
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ricket Orders Being Taken
criiii; season hooks b\' mail now.
Season tickets will be sold on a
Ist-come basis, with pre\ious
Mson hook holders and Centnr\-
ub members gi\en first prefer-
ce on seat location. Howe\er,
reser\'ed areas in the ne\\' sta-
am are choice seats.
Price for the five-game home
hednle is S12.50 per season book.
To order tickets, clip and fill out
e ticket order form on this page.
1 the re\'erse side of the form
dicate the general ai'ea in which
u woidd like vour seats with an
". All of the general admission
ctions have been shaded. The
served seat sections are D, E, F,
,
and EE.
Mail the completed form and
yment of $12.50 for each season
ok ordered to the address on
e form.
EKlil
Home of Eastern footbdU for more tliun three deeades. Hanger
this spring to make room for a trio of buddings—a Vniversiti/
Chapeh and a netc ehissroom huihling. The Vniversiti/ Cent<
construction.
Stadium
Center.
r is aire
was razed
Meditation
adi/ under
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
FOOTBALL SEASON TICKET ORDER
To order tickets, clip this form and complete it. Mark the general location \ ou desire seat:
on the reverse side of this form. Your seats will be located as closely as possilile to the locatioi
vou select. Mail the completetl form and vour pa\ ment to the address below.
Name
Street Address
City
Number of Season Books_
State- Z1P_
_@ $12.50, Tolal Pa\-ment_
\hike Checks Pavable to: Eastern Kentucky Uni\ersit\'
Mail Orders to: Athletic Ticket Office
Alumni Coliseum
Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond, Kentuck\- 40475
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Procedure For Ticket Order
!P.<-<
.-, ..,, .rr
(1) Fill out the form on the }
eedinn; page.
(2) Maik the general location j
desire \our seats in section D,
^;,
F, DD. or EE.
i
-^ (3) Mail the completed form'o
I**J^ ^^^^ ''^^^^^^'^^^ Ticket Office.
A view of the entianee siile nf the (omphx is provided by thix irrehitect's rendering.
The huiWinn faecn Kit Carson Drive.
Playing Field Seating Chart
J t
Playing Field
ii^l
LOWER DECK SEATING
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CLASS NOTES by LORRAINE FOLEYAlumni News Editz'
DUDLEY H. STARXS, '09, of 75
anipton Court. Lexington is now re-
ed. He was president of the 1909
i.ss. which organized the .\hmiru As-
ikition, in July of that vear. Mr.
ini'i was elected the first Ahinini
iMJtnt. and is looking forward to
uvz back May 31 for his 60th anni-
i^iiA class reunion.
MADGE McCOMIS JOHNSON. '15.
o 1. tired after many years of teaching
iJ now resides at 2500 Monroe, .^sh-
iid 41101.
NANCY DUNX BASSM-\NN. '19.
,[S .1 member of the 1915 high school
.iss of Model High School. Now re-
ed, slie resides at 645 Highland .Aye..
pt. 206, Ft. Thomas. Her class will
k'hrate its 50th annisersary on .41umni
ay.
LENA BEGLEY REYNOLDS. '30. re-
'ived her masters degree from George
'abod\' College, is married to Dr.
harles W. Re\"nolds and thev reside
903 Lakeshore Dr., .Apt. 314, Lake-
jrt, FL 33403. where she is cnjo\ing
tirement.
JUSTUS GOEBEL HARROD, '29, is
florist and resides at 250 Murrell St..
ankfort.
MAY \\'Y'AX LOCKE. '29. since re-
rement from W'intlirop College, has
orked to help Friendship Junior Col-
ge for Negroes, in Rock Hill. SC. Her
Idress is 858 Mar\- Knoll Court. Rock
;ill, S. C. 29730.
.\fter teaching for 25 \ears in .\Iabama.
enn.. Georgia and North Carolina.
OGER B. MORRIS, '29, is now in the
ilding sunply business and resides at
11 Friendly Road, Burlington, N. C.
215.
^\TLLIAM ALTON SMITH, '29, has
een associate professor of social science
t Miirra\' State Uni\-ersity for fi\e
ears. Prior to that he taught 16 years
t Bethel College, McKenzie, Tenn. Mr.
mith resides at 162.5 Sunset Dri\ e.
hirraw
Mrs. Fred Rigsby (MILDRED
\'HITE, '29), is a supervising teacher
1 .Ashland where she resides at 2829
crest Aye.
W. M. WATKINS. '29. and his wife
re retired and "liye the life of Rile\"
s much as possible, haying spent the
ast six winters in Florida. They are
N'ing in Liberty, and plan to be on
ampus May 31 for the 40th reunion of
is class.
PEARL THOMAS AITKEN. '35. is
Home Ec teacher in Custer. S. D. She
nd Donald reside at 144 E. Michigan,
pearfish. S. D. 57783.
TOM M. EVANS, '33, is anahtical
liemist for Tennessee Valle\" .Xuthoritv'
nd lives on Route 3, Williamsburs-
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Skelk
ESTRIDGE BURNAM, '32) are owners
f orange gro\"es and a packing company,
'heir address is Box 153. Cocoa. Fla.
Miss .ALICE HARRIS, '35, one of our
lew life members, is out of the class-
oom this year after 40.7 successful years
'f teaching—all in Kentuck\- with the
xception of one year in Chesterfield
County, Virginia. Her address is Box 91,
West Prestonsburg, 4166S.
1942-49
HAR\'EY NOL.AND, '42. a retired
army colonel, resides at 111 Eyergreen
Road. New Eg\pt. N. J. 08533.
JOE BILL SIPHERS. '43. receiyed
his Electrical Engineer degree in 1950
from North Carolina State and worked
for I.B.M. for four years as a Field
Engineer in the Winston-Salem branch
office, then transferred to Kingston, New
York in 1954. In February 1968 he was
transferred to the I.B.M. Facility in
Raleigh, where he is a Senior Engineer
in Raleigh IBM's Terminal Product
Development .\rea. Joe Bill is married
to the fonner Carob'n Miller, who at-
tended Eastern and is an associate mem-
ber of the .-Vlumni Association. They
ha\e tAyo children, Susan, 17. and John,
12. and reside at 4404 Woodbridge Ct..
Raleigh, NC. Joe Bill's sister, K.\TH-
RYXr '48, teaches band in Drexel. N. C,
and his brother, FRANK. '49, is with
Omar Industries in .Atlanta.
Mrs. Cayle Hockensmith (MARGARET
HAMILTOX. '44) is assistant to com-
missioner. Kentucky Dept. of Child Wel-
fare, and resides on Route 7. Frankfort
40601.
MARY ELIZABETH WALTON
MOORE. '44. is chairman of Business
Education Dept. at Franklin County
Higli, haying taught in Franklin County
Schools since graduation. She and
Howard reside on Route 2. Evergreen
Road. Frankfort 40601.
NORMA HAMILTON. '44. is in her
27th \ear of teaching. Her son is a
junior in college, her daughter an 8th
grader, and her hu.sband. James, is prin-
cipal of the High School in Liberty.
Indiana, where they reside at 206 E.
^^'escott. They plan to attend the 25th
reunion of her class in Maw
D.AVID FREDERICK FREY. '4,5. is
pastor of Lutheran Church in Shumwav.
III. He is married to the former Grace
Sievert.
LOUIS POWER. '47. is assistant di-
rector of Community-Relations at EKU.
He is married to the former Sharleen
Watkins who is President of the Ken-
tucky Federation of Music Clubs.
Dr. WILLIAM H. COX. '48. of Paris,
was guest physician on the spring cruise
of the steamboat Delta Queen from Cin-
cinnati to New Orleans last year. Dr.
Cox's parents. Mr. & Mrs. Mereditli Cox.
of Richmond, joined him. along with
200 other passengers from all o\er the
United States.
J.AMES L. CINN.AMON. JR.. '49. is
athletic director at Edgewater High in
Orlando. Fla. He is married to the
former Maxie McClain and thev li\e at
1321 Maur>- Road. Orlando 32804.
R.AY PROFFITT. '49. is an Engineer
at Redstone .Arsenal. He is married to
the former Mattie Lou Parsons and re-
sides at 1121 Tvler Rd.. N\\'. Huntsville.
Ala. 35805.
EARL ROGERS PARKER. '49, is em-
ployed with Tennessee Gas Transmission
Co. as a plant and cmplo\"ee services
manager. He is married to the former
Jean Doris Jones and resides at 2416
Florence Aye., Pasadena, Texas 77502.
1950-59
LESTER L. AMBURN. '50, is in pro-
duction scheduHng at Chr\'sler Engine
Plant. He is married to the former Lois
M. Kaechele and lives at 4709 23rd St.,
Wyandotte, Michigan 48192.
JAMES POPE. '50, is a chemist with
Xational Lead Corp. at Ross, Ohio. He
is married to the former Janette Hogg
and tliey reside at 4942 Wabash Dr.,
Fairfield, OH 45014.
LEON \'. PEARSON, '50, of 17 Pine
Hill Drive, Highland Heights, is an ad-
ministrative assistant, U. S. Army Corps
of Engineers Laboratory, Cincinnati.
ROBERT F. CAYTON, '50, was
elected vice-president and president elect
of tlie 2,400-member Ohio Library As-
sociation in October. In December he
was awarded Ph.D. b\- Ohio University.
He majored in American literature with
a minor in ling\iistics. During the sum-
mer of 1968" Mr. and Mrs. Cavton
(VIVI.AN PELLEY. '51), their 'five
children and Mr. Cavton's mother toured
England, Wales, and Scotland. Their
mailing address is 427 Fiftli St., Marietta.
Oliio 45750.
Effecti\e Januar\- 1. the Mevrell di-
vision of Richardsou-Menell Inc. pro-
moted DONALD E. HIBBARD. "50. to
vice president and controller. Mr. Hib-
bard started witli Merrell in 19.50 and
was transferred to the international op-
eration and controller's staff for 10 \-ears
before returning to Cincinnati. Mr. Hib-
bard liolds a masters degree in business
administration from Xew York lTni\ersity
and now resides at 707 Doepke Lane,
Cincinnati 45231.
OSCAR DISNEY, JR., '51, is emploxed
in the personnel department of Inter-
national Harvester Co. His address is
2226 Liverpool Lane. .Apt. 12. Louisville
40220.
HERBERT B. SALLEE, '53, of 1904
Spring Station Dr.. Lexington, is a cost
accountant with North .\merican Rock-
well Manufacturing Co.
CLYDE N. WHITE. "54. is a counselor
at Gallatin Count\' High in Warsaw.
GWEN COMBS EDDLEMAN. '54, is
an administrati\e assistant for Carlin-
Black Co.. Consulting .Actuaries. She and
Claude reside at 501 Cannons Lane,
Louis\ille 40207.
GLENN BRO\\X, '55. is assistant pro-
fessor of biolog\' at Pike\ille College,
Pikeville. His mailing address is Box 114.
Robinson Creek 41560. He received his
M.Ed, at the University of Virginia a-id
is manied to the former Peggy J. Black-
burn.
Major ROBERT L. ROBY, ".55, is with
the Department of Instruction at Ft.
Rucker. .Alabama. He resides ivith his
wife, the former JOAN HILL, '56, and
their four children., at 45 Logan St.. Ft.
Rucker 36360.
PAUL SEBASTIAN. '57. is a super-
visor for Carroll Co. Schools in Carroll-
ton. He had been affiliated with the
Madison Co. Schools at Richmond for
many \'ears.
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ROBERT C. NICKERS, '65
W. LEE SANDERS, '57, who has been
employed Ijy Brown & Williamson To-
bacco Corp. in Louisville since 1959, was
recenth' promoted from assistant factory
manager-fabrication to Louisville factory
manager. Mr. Sanders is married to the
former PATRICIA FRANKLIN, '58, and
they reside at 4200 Clienowetli Run
Road, Jeffersontown 40299.
JACK L. BREWER, '57, is controller
for the Indiana State Highway Commis-
sion. He is married to the former Martha
|. Reynolds and they live on Route 1,
Box 142, Danville, Ind. 46122.
CHARLES B. MERCER, '57, received
his M.D. at tlie University of Louisville
in 1964 and served two years residency
in anesthesiology there. He is now M.D.
anesthesiologist at St. Josephs Hospital in
Louisville. Dr. Mercer is married to the
former Jonne Marie Hammond and they
live at i061.3 S. Preston Hwv., Louisville.
lENE STIDHAM McKNIGHT, '57, of
3.5.32 Chesapeake Ave., Los Angeles.
Calif. 90016, is with the Los Angeles Co.
Regional Planning Commission. His wife
is the former Michiko Kanno.
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Thompson
(THERESA CALDWELL, '57) have
moved into their new home at 12785
Starlight Circle, Uniontown, Ohio 44685,
and would like to hear from old friends.
ERIC CAMPBELL, '58, ',59, was
elected president of tlie Hamilton-Butler
County, Ohio Alunmi Chapter at a
meeting held reecntlv. Campbell is
principal of Ross High School in Hamil-
ton. He is married to the former Mar\'
Ellen Gray and they have three children
— Terry, 7; Michele, 4; and Kevin. 2.
The Campbell family resides at 45 Els-
mere Court, Hamilton, Ohio. Other of-
ficers of the chapter are ROSELLE
MARTIN, '59, vice-president; MAR-
JORIE BROWN DANIEL, '56, Treas-
urer; and SHIRLEY TOMPKINS VISE-
DOM. '51. Secretary.
JACK CLIFFORD, '59, '62, is prin-
cipal of Bourbon County High School.
He is married to the former Verla Parrett
and thev reside on Route 5, Paris.
WTLLIAM ALLEN KENDALL, '59,
is supervisor. Director of Accounts for
the Kentucky Highway Dept. He is
married to tlie former Ruth Copes and
resides at 209 Coldstream Drive, Frank-
fort 40601.
FRAKCENA E. DYER. '.59, did grad-
uate work at tlie University of Maine
and is now teaching 5th & 6th grade
Englisli. Her address is 446 ILuuinond
St.. Bangor. Maine 04401.
WILLIAM B. KEITH, '.59, reeeix'cd
M.S., '64, and his Ph.D. in 1966 in
zoology, from the University of Missis-
sippi, where he is now assistant professor
of biology. He studied on a post-doctoral
fellowship in Steroid Biochemistry, Wor-
cester Foundation for Experimental Bi-
ology, Slirewsbur\', Mass. Publications
include "A Study of Steroid Hormones
in Maternal and Fetal Hamsters", which
was his doctoral thesis; "Urinarx' Metab-
olites of Radioactive Estrone from Rats,"
(with K.I. II. Williams); The Conversion
of Radioactive 17—Estradiol to llrinary
2— Hvdroxvestrone by Euthyroid, Hypo-,
and Hpertlnroid Hamsters," ( also with
Mr. Williams); and several others. Cur-
rent research interests arc: Steroid-
Thyroid Interrelationships in Hciirt Dis-
ease; and Steroid-Th\roid Interrelation-
ships in Sex Differentiation and Sexual
Maturation. Research m these areas
currently being conducted in the Dej
of Biology at the University Of Miss
sippi. Dr. Keith is married to the form
Elizabeth Snellings and they reside
311 Wood St., Water Valley, Miss. 389(
CHARLES THOMAS DIXON. '59,
head coach at Lake Weir High Seho
He is doing graduate work, is married
the former Mary Elizabeth Garret, ai
resides at 1425' S.E. 4.3rd Ave., Oca I
Fla. 32670.
I
ROBERT
J.
MINTON, '59. is coui
selor. Army Education Center, Grafei
wohr, APO New York 09114.
1
KENNETH R. CUNNINGHAM, 'c<
is employed as a ipiality laboratory sul
erviser at Svlvania Elec. Products. I;
is married to the former BILLIE WIS
MAN, '59, and they have three ehildrti
Kathv Jean, Keith Alan and Kellv .\r
Their address is Route 2, Windiest
^
40391.
I
1960-67
i
MARY FRANCES KAYS, '60, is
;
hostess with Eastern Air Lines. Her a:
dress is 4735 Roswell Road, NE, A],
1-F, Atlanta, Georgia .30.305. '
FRANK R. ASBURY, '60, '63, work
,
as a teacher, counselor and coach
Kentucky for fi\'e years before enterij
graduate school at the University of K'
where he received his Ph.D. in 1967, \i
major being counseling and guidanC)
Frank is married to the former St;
DAUCHERTY, '63, and thev have ol
son, Stephen Todd, born May 5. 19f
The Asburvs live at 200 Sherwood Dri\'
Athens, Georgia 30601, where Dr. ,Asbu'
is an assistant professor at the Univers;
of Georgia. '
JEREMIAH H. WAGNER. '62. 'f|
formerly of the EKl' staff, is now livi
in the Louisville area. Jerry is princiv!
at the Tefferson Area Vocational Schrj
(Englehard E.xtension). He and 1
wife, the former Patricia Jo Harkne
have three children, Kimbra, Susan a;
Robert. Their new mailing address
3823 Orniond Road, St. Matthews, a'
would enjoy hearing from old friends a;
alumni who live in the area.
WENDELL L. ADKINS, '61 is fede
coordinator for the Grant Co. Bo:rrd
Education. He and Nina reside on Roi|
1. Crittenden 41030.
|
JERRY DUNiN, '61. is supervisor !
printing for Cincinnati Milling Maehij
Co. He IS inarried to the former Don
60
June Hall and they reside at 4203 Deej
wood Lane. Cincinnati, Ohio 45245.
BERRY TH.4CKER, '61. is now ;ifl
iatcd witli Sue Bennett College, Londc
VIRGIE LORETTA SELL, '62, '65,
now teaching for the Ckrrk Conr
School system. Her address is 1103 G
Court, Apt. 14, Jeffersonville, Ind. 471.''
JAMES R. BELL, '62. is a s;iles em
neer with Thor Power Tool Go. in Pli
adelphia and is living at Robert Bai
Apts. T-9, Delsea Dr., W(-st\ille Gro^
N. I.
CLYDE M. EVANS, MA '62, direct
of admissions and records at Rio Gran
College, Ohio, has been selected to ha
his biography published in the 19
edition of "Who's Who in American C
lege and University .Administratioi
Prior to accepting a position at I
Grande College in 1966, Evans was i
sociated with Gallia Academy Hi
School and North Gallia H.S. He rcsic
in Rio Grande with his wife, tlie form
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lemary Salser, and their three daugh-
'LOYD A. XORTON, '62, is a special
stant witli The Travelers Insurance
He ser\ed in the Arniv for 5 years
. was a captain in the (Quartermaster
ps. Flo\'d is married to the former
rv Margaret Vance and resides at
Wesfern Ave., Park Forest, 111.
66.
)r. JAMES H. BARRETT, "62, has
ed the water treatment chemicals
iratorv at the Research Division's
ladelphia Laboratories of Rohm and
IS Co., manufacturer of chemicals.
;tics and fibers. Dr. Barrett obtained
Ph.D. in organic cliemistrv from Ohio
:e Universit\' in 196S and is a niem-
of the .American Chemical Society,
and his wife have one son and reside
35 Heights Lane, Feasterville, Pa.
:HARLES McCOMAS, '63, is a
'her-coach in Florida. He received
M.S. degree from Ball State in 1964
has worked on his Ph.D. at the Uni-
;it\' of Kentucky. His mailing address
101 S. Roval Poinciana Blvd., Miami
ings, Fla. ".33166.
'HOMAS BERT SMITH, '63, and his
', the former DORIS L. KING, '6.5,
residing at 4002-] Providence Road,
irlotte, N. C. 28211. where Mr. Smith
an assistant claims supervisor for
na Life & Casualty Co.
lONNIE JOE ENCLE. '63, is senior
jCr for Trane Co., .-Mr-handling Mfgs.,
Lexington. He is married to the
ler RUTH EVA HARRELL, '65, and
les at 309 Skvlark Dr., Winchester,
31.
EE NL^TORS (HARVEY LEE
iVRY, II, '63) of the TV series "Big
ey" was honored in January bv the
ional Collegiate Athletic Association,
commemorative plaque recognized
ergraduate athletic success and out-
ding achievement in the recipient's
er. Lee's address is 2S957 Cliffside
e. Malibu, California 90265.
ICK WALLACE, '63. was recently
noted to accounting specialist with
State Farm Insurance Companv. He
larried to the former KATHERIXE
\'N, '63. and resides at 1102 McCord
e. Murfreesboro, Tenn. 37130.
OMAS RICHARD BONETA, '63,
)\v associated with The College Life
laiirc Co. He and his wife, the
irr CAROL SPURLOCK, '60, have
sons and reside at 2031 Tamarack
e, Lexington 40504.
(ARCUS W. XEELEY, '64. is a news
jinucr at WCKY' Radio Station in
inii.iti. He is married to the former
iiiotd' Dye and they live at 3641
'ian. Apt.' 3, Cincinnati 45204.
\I\1Y C. ROGERS. '64, is an ac-
itaiit in the office of Business Af-
,
at EKU. He formerly was with
ipenartment of Revenue in Frankfort.
s married to the former Loretta Ellis
lives on Route 1, Lancaster 40701.
vCK HIBBARD. '64. is a salesman
f Shenandoah Life Ins. Co. and is
[jg graduate work at EKU. He and
i|wife, the former PAULA JAXE
LTOX, '64, are residing at 200 Gil-
Miller Dr.. Richmond 40475.
ATHERIXE
J. KUXKEL. '65, is a
ical social worker at West Penn
3ital in Pittsburgh. She is also doing
< uate work in social work at Univer-
' of Pittsburgh. Her address is 366
s St., Pittsburgh 15224.
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ARTHUR LOUIS HAUSBERGER.
'64, is a research group leader for
Catalysts & Chemicals, Inc., Louisville.
He is married to the former BETTY
GAYLE HOSKINS, '65, and they reside
at 9900 Merioneth Dr., Jeffersontown.
EDWARD ROXALD MEXDELL.
'64, is assistant professor of Health, PE
and Recreation. Director of Recreation
and Intramural Sports at Cumberland
College. He is married to the former
SUSIE ANX DOTSON, '65. has one
son. Thev receive their mail at Route 1.
Box 190M. Williamsburg 40769.
ROBERT ALLEX BARLOW. '64. of
1577 Fall Brook Road. Cohmibiis, Ohio
4322-3. is Industrial Arts teacher in the
South-Western School District in Grove
City. He is married to the former Pamela
J. Lewis.
KEXXETH B. SHOEMAKER. '04.
.md his wife, the former Dorotin M.
Edwards, reside at 401 E. Sierra .\ve..
Woodlake, Calif. 93286 and lie is a
teacher at Woodlake Eleni. School.
ROXALD KENXETH FORD. '64. and
liis wife. Linda, reside at 208 B Main
St.. Falmouth 41040 and Ronald is an
Industrial Arts teacher there.
MAURICE COMBS. '64. is a produc-
tion planner for Olin Mathieson Cliem.
Corp. in Charlestown. Ind. He and his
wife, the former Martha lean Carr. re-
side at 8219 Minors Lane. Lot 17, Louis-
ville 40219.
DOUGLAS PAUL BLAXKEXSllIP.
'64. is a Ph.D. candidate at Ohio State
Uni\ersitv, having recei\-ed his MA at
the University of Ky. He is also with
the Geographv Dept. at Ohio State. His
address is Paramount #31. 581 E. Town
St.. Columbus. Ohio 4.3215.
TODDY M. WARD. '64. is in his 2nd
Near at the College of Law at the Ihii-
versitv of Kentucky. He and his wife,
the former CAROL HOLBROOK. '63.
reside at 2135 Jasmine Dr.. Lexington
40504.
BETTY XUTTER BREWER. '64. is
teaching at the Pleasureville Elemen-
tary School. She and William receive
their mail on Route 2. Hill Spring Road.
Pleasureville. 400.57.
DOXALD E. TERRELL, '65. is resi-
dent auditor. Pick Hotels Corp. He and
his wife, the former Gwendolvn Sue
Layman, reside at 1620 Arthur St.,
Louisville 40217.
L.4WREXCE RE\D KESSLER, '65,
and his wife, the former Margaret Ann
Powell, reside at 5-347 Buckner, Louis-
ville, and he is a territorial manager for
H. J. Heinz Co.
BOBBY GEXE CHOWNIXG. '65. and
his wife, the former EDXA EARLE
BOWLIX. '68. reside on Route 1. Bards-
town. 40004 and Bolibv- Gene is a social
studies teacher at Bardstowu High
School.
CY'iXTHIA JEAX GROSS. '65, now re-
sides at 2627 Westover Ave.. Apt. 10,
Roanoke, Va. 24015, where she teaches
at Mt. Pleasant Elem. School.
ROBERT C. RUEBEL, '65 has been
elected Executive \'ice President of the
1st Xational Bank of Ludlow bv the
bank's Board of Directors. Prior to this
appointment lie was serving as a federal
bank examiner. He lives with his wife,
the former Anita Hempfling, and two
daughters at 6 Meadow Lane. Florence
41042.
loiii.li i C. m i'lBEL, '65
JAMES G. BOYD, '68
JAXE N. NORTHCUTT. '6S
KATHRYN L. COLWELL. 68
GUSTIXA J. HOGUE. '68
61
EUGENE ROBERT ROSAZZA, '65, is
a sales representative for Certified
Leasinc; Co., Washington. His mailing
address is 511 Four' Mile, Apt. lOOS,
Alexandria, Va. 22205.
JERRY L. MILLER, '65, will complete
his Doctorate degree this summer at
West Virginia University where he is
an instructor. His address is 442 Van
\'oorhis Road- Morgantown, W. Va.
26.505, where he resides witli his wife,
the former Sue Kindred.
GARY ROBERT BRICKING, '65, is
governmental representative, electric sales
for the Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co.
He and his wife, the former Sandra K.
Br\ant, li%e at 4467 Colerain Ave., .^pt.
S, Cincinnati. Ohio 4522.5.
JAMES ROBERT CORNETT, '65. is
emplovcd in the Social Security office
in Paducah. He is married to the former
Kathv Moore Meeker, and the\' li\c at
4.30 Bleieh Road, Paducah 42001.
JOSEPHINE SPURLOCK MARDIS.
'66. teaches French at Leilchau High
School in Wahiawa, Hawaii. Her hus-
hand, Sandv, is in the Navy stationed
at Pearl Harbor. Their address is 1634
Hoonipo St., Pearl Citv, Hawaii 96782.
ROBERT ^'ICKERS' "65. son of Mr.
and Mrs. John L. \'ickers, is one of 97
lanuarv graduates of The Southern Bap-
t St Theological Scminarv. Louisville.
The school is the oldest of six seminaries
operated b\" tlie So\ithern Baptist Con-
\entioM, lie itcriNrd tlir master of di-
vinity degree. Rev. Vickers is pastor of
Burks Branch Baptist Church at Shelbv-
ville, is married to the former CAROL
ANN FRITZ, '66, and their address is
Route 2, Burks Branch Baptist Church,
Shelbvvillc 40065.
PHILLIP S. STOFFEY, '66, is a field
engineer with Te.xaco Oil. He is married
to the former Biddie Sue Twomblv and
they reside at 1601 Midkiff, Midland.
Texas 79701.
JAMES F. CROZIER, '66, is teacher
and coach at New Richmond High
School. His address is Route 2, New
Richmond, Ohio.
ROBERT ELWOOD LEWIS, JR.. '67,
and Nhs. Lewis (JOYCE ANN DYER.
'68), are li\ing at .'350 E. Kelso Road,
Columbus, Ohio 43202. Mr. Lewis is
a graduate student at Ohio State Univer-
sity and Joyce is a teacher in Columbus
Pulilie Schools.
MARY OWEN SULLIVAN, '67, is on
the faculty at St. Benedict's College,
Ferdinand, Indiana. Her maihng address
is Route 1. English, Indiana 471 IS.
RAYMOND^ T. WEBER, '67, is a
bank examiner and li\cs at 4507 Long-
field Dr., Evansxille, Indiana 47710.
WILLIAM ELLIS. '67. read a paper
entitled "E. Y. MuUins; \ Baptist Leader
in the Evolution Controversy of tlie
192()'s,"' at a recent meeting of the
American Studies Association in Bowling
Green. Ellis is on the faculty of Lees
|iini(ir College, Jackson.
Lee Mdjois (lluiieij Yiiiiij. '63), co-slar of television's "Big Vullcii" series, was one
of the former collegiate atljleies honored hij tlie National Collegiate Athletic Associa-
tion this i/ear for their career successes. Congratulating Lee is his former coach.
Eastern athletic director Glenn Presnell. Another recipient of the .VCA.A tnvard u-as
iiupreme Court Justice Bipon "Whizzcr" White.
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EUGENE MILTON PENN, '67.
268 Main St., Apt. B, Walton, 41i
teaches at the Northern Kentucky 1
Vocational School. He is married to
former LARITA A. SPOOXER, '67.
MEL CHANDLER, '67, is foot
coach of the Madison High School t
here in Richmond. Replacing FR/
MORROW, '62, who is now with
B. T. Spurlin Realt\' Co., Mel has coac
at Williamsburg High, Middlesboro I
School and Corbin High. He reside
108 Rosedale. Richmond 40475.
1968
GUSTINA JACQUELINE HOG
of 3320 W. Kentucky St., Louis\ille,
completed 12 weeks of Peace C!)i
training at Columbia University, jd
is one of 140 volunteers who are telv
ing academic subjects in Kenya's secij
ary schools. Included in Gustina's tli.
ing were education techni(|ues, Keiiii
history and culture, and Swahili. s
tina writes that the people there ft
poor by our standards in the U.S..\.,iul
no one starves." She walks several i-a
each day to her place of work. andiC-
cause her school has no laboratory, e-
pends on a great number of illustra ni
in her classes. The people th( re n
"colorful, friendly and warm." "K n
is beautiful with much vegetation ic
man\' animals." she says. The chame a
are beautiful, and the sjiiders and ,it!
are verv large. "I thought an ant iai
a roach, the first time I saw an'nl
liere." she writes. The Peaci- C d!
liaison officer at Eastern, Dr. GlenO
Carey, suggests that friends writ't(
Miss Hogue at: P. O. Box 136, ) Hi
danga G., Kisii, Kenya.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hard a\
(HENRY MONTEZ HENDERSON re
side at 436 Robertson, Apt. 4, Lexin m.
4050S. where Mrs. Hardawa\' is teai m
.it Dunbar Jr. High School.
PAUL AND J.ANE NALL NOI'B
CUTT, are residing at 325 N. Har.er,
Lexington 40502. Paul is in law s'm:
at the University of Kentucky and .inf
is ,1 perceptual motor readiness tefler
BARBARA DAVIS LENHART' ii
dietetic intern at Good Samaritan ;os-
pital, Cincinnati. She and Stepheire'
side at 3217 Whitfield Ave., Aptil7,
Cincinnati 45220.
PHRONSIE lETT HENSON. antiei
husband. ROGER, '65, receive theii'iail
at Box 5-6, 627 S. Preston St.. Ijiis-
\ille, 40202. Phronsie is an art teihei
at St. Xa\ier High School. I
ROGER C. BRUMBACK, is coniitei
i^rogrammer for Lincoln Income tii<
Tns. Co. in Louisville. He is marri] t(
the former Nancy DeMar, '69, and le)
reside at 9616 Old Six Mile Lane f
fersontown 40299.
ROBERT B. \'anHOOSE, is m,-
ment trainte for Montgomery War'
resides at 333 Legion Drive, .^pt
Lexington 40503.
DEVONDA CUE FLOWERS,
social worker with the Public -Assi
office in Clinton County. Her n
address is Route 3, Albany 42602.
RALPH M. HANEN, H. and his
the former JUDITH HAMILTO>
live at McDonald Lane. New A
Indiana 471.50. Ralph is a corr
clerk for the L. & N. Railroad ii
THE EASTERN KENTUCKY ALU; I
TOi\Y ASBURY, JR., is an accounting
erk with Rouse-Rankin, CPA's, Hazard,
is address is Box 21, Hazard 41701.
CATHY AW BRICKLER and JODY
.ARL HUGHES, who attended Eastern
1-67, were married July 20, 196S
id Ii\e in Michigan where Cathv is
iipIo\ed b\- the Garden Citv Public
hools. Their address is 26023 3rd St.,
Livlor, Michigan 28180. Jod\- is with
le Nav\' at Grosse He, Mich.
Patrick: n. jacomno. of 46 Sun-
peSt., Plainview, L.I., New York 11803,
buyer for Merchantile Stores, Inc., and
married to the former Glenda Morgan.
BARSHA lynx HOI5GES teaches at
i'ilder jr. High, Pi([u.i, Ohio. Her niail-
ig address is 722 Fisk St.. Piqua 4.53.56.
IDELMAR LAFFERTY, 292 S. Henrv
,
jehnvare, Ohio 43015. is cadet principal
|r Dekrware Citv Schools. He is married
the former Xancv .\nne Colflesh.
DA\TD N. OURSLER, is a vehicle
heduler for Ford Motor Co. He is
arried to the former Sharon Jones and
ey live at 2004 Pcabody Lane, Apt. 25,
)uis^•iIle.
DANIEL HO\\ARD STEEXES is
nior lab technician for Dr. John Yarbro
the Dept. of Medicine. Uni\ersitv of
•. He and his wife, the former Judith
nnard, reside at 3520-.'\ Lansdowne
., Lexington.
JAMES G. BOYD is assistant director
bands and director of clioir at Dan-
le High School. His mailing address
114 A\'. Lexington
-\\e., Danville
422.
Miss KATHRYX COLWELL, AA in
:retarial science, has "won her wings"
d is now a stewardess with Delta Air
lies. She is based in Chicago and her
me address is 526 Swailes Road, Trow
lio.
GARY L. DOLWTCK is assistant
er for McAlpin's Dept. Store in Cin-
mati. He and his wife, the former
:quehne Dunker, live at 2517 Planta-
n Dr., Ft. Mitchell 41017.
iELLA L. HULETT is instructor of
'alth & PE at Sue Bennett College in
[ndon. Mailing address; 416 W" 3rd
- London. 40741.
iSHAROX KAY TUDOR, daughter of
K and Mrs. LaVern Tudor (SALLIE
-fNTER, '41), is teaching art in the
rthwest School System in Cincinnati,
mailing address is .5100 Hawaiian
lage. Apt. 9, Colerain Ave., Cincin-
i 4.5223.
G. M. THOMPSON is a claim repre-
litative for Aetna Casualtv. He is mar-
d to the former Brenda MawAor, the\-
jve one son, Michael, and live at 6980
ice Ave., Cincinnati 45227.
JOARY WAYNE OLIVER is teaching
'^. at Crab Orchard Elementarv School.
I
and Trava ha\e a daughter, Jill, and
j= on Route 1, Lancaster 40444.
RAYMOND DON RICE is an account-
.: with Owens, Potter & Hisle, CPA's
Lexington. He and his wife, the
jiiier CAROL BURXADETTE HOL-
'N, '64, have two children, Patricia
nn and Ravniond Brian, and reside at
i St. Margaret. Lexington.
ULIAN F. HEATH is an English
erature instructor at Lees-McRae Col-
e. He and Jane receive their mail
Box 111, Banner Elk, N. C. 28604.
:;<AREX A. KORNHOFF is a graduate
pdent at Universitv of Indiana studying
Recreational Therapw Her address is
Box 343, Eichenmann Hall, U, of Ind.,
Blooniington, Ind.
REGINA NULLER MORGAN is h-
brarian at Doss High School in Louis-
ville. She and her hu.sband, Robert, who
onI\- lacks three hours to graduate, live
at 217 Judson Hall. C^dfre\' Ave.,
Louisville 40207,
STEPHANIE McKINNEY is a student
in the School of Cvtotechnologv at the
Universitv of Louisville. She lives at
1967 Goldsmith Lane, Louisville 40218.
WTLLARD DOUGLAS NL\RSHALL
is an Engineer with the TV Station at
EKU. He and his wife, the former
SANDRA BYRD. '67, reside at 321 S.
3rd St.. Richmond.
PAUL ROGER COOMBS teaches PE
at the Trimble Co. M.S. and is basketball
coach for the 7th and 8tli Grades. He
and Martha li\e on Route 2, Bedford
40006.
CARRIE AXX BARKER is emploxed
by the Programming and Svstems Insti-
tute in Columbus. Oh''o. Her mailing
address there is 1310 M()und\iew Ave.,
43207.
HOLLY AXN EDMONDS is claims
approver—Medicare office, for Metropol-
itan Life Ins. Co. and hves at 525 Cul-
pepper, Lexiniiton 40502.
STEPHEN PAUL WRIGHT is a stu-
dent at the U. of L. School of Medicine.
He and Diane live at Apt. #4, 206 Nob
Hill Lane. Louisville 40206.
JERE K. ROCHE", is a graduate as-
sistant. Division of Research, EKU. He
and Teresa live at 427 Lafavctte .Ave.,
Lexington 40502.
MARCELLA STEWART, MA, '68, is
\v(jrking on the Ed.D. degree at Univer-
sity of Houston. She and O.C. live at
815 Loper. Houston. Texas 77017.
MARGARET ELAINE MITCHELL
will graduate from Presln lerian-St.
Luke's Hospital school of Med. Tech-
nologv in Julv, 1969. Her mailing ad-
dress'is Box 142, Sprague Hall, 1743 W.
Harrison, Chicago, 111. 60612.
JOSEPH ALBERT MOESKER is em-
liloyed bv Service Bureau Corp. as a
Quality Control Supervisor, and is doing
graduate English work at Xavier Uni-
versity at Cincinnati. His mailing ad-
dress is 1997 Colmnbia Road, Loveland,
Ohio 45140.
RONALD K. MALONEY is manager
of Sears in Shelbvville. He and his wife,
the former PAMELA WOLF, '68. reside
at 804 Leawood Dr., Frankfort 40601.
JULIANNE (Peggv) MANNEN is a
graduate assistant at Universitv of
Georgia. Her mailing address is 455
Scott" St., Athens. Georgia 30601.
AUSTIN T. KRING, JR. is an Internal
Revenue agent, residing at 512/2 N. Main,
Elizabethtown 42701, with his wife, the
former Helen Sue A\'atkins.
MILITARY NEWS
Captain WILLIAM T. HEDGES, JR.,
'65, has been reassigned from Ft. Story
to the F'inance and Accounting Office,
Ft. Eustis, Va. where he has assumed
duties as Deputy Finance and Account-
ing Officer. His address is 360 Beech-
mont Dr., Apt. 2C. Newport News, Va.
23602.
Major LAWRENCE R. ROTH, '54,
is stationed at Tan Son Nhut AB, Viet-
nam, to be there until October 1969. His
mailing address is 834 Air Div., CMR
6754, APO San Francisco 96201.
Captain ROBERT M. LATHROP, JR.,
has been assigned as a navigator with
one of the first combat readv Air Force
units to fly the "swing-wing" F-111,
America's newest tactical jet aircraft.
Capt. Lathrop was specially selected for
assignment with the 429lh Tactical
Fighter Squadron at Nellis. He is mar-
ried to the former Sharon Bee Johnson
and thev live at 2937 E. Stewart, Apt.
4, Las Vegas, Nevada 89101.
Captain RICHARD M. RIVERS, "65,
whose parents and wife live on Lorraine
Court, Berca, received the Armv Com-
mendation Medal recently while serving
with the 9tli Artillery in Vietnam. He
earned the award for meritorious service
as assistant operations and training of-
ficer with Hqrs. 7tli Bn, 9th Artillery.
LESLIE E. BUTLER, '68, a Lt.'with
Mihtary Intelligence. V. S. Armv, is
scheduled to report for dntv in Vietnam
soon. He is presentk stationed at Ft.
Devens, Mass.
Colonel JAMES W. BAILEY, the Air
Force Conuuand's liaison officer in South-
east Asia, was decorated with the Legion
of Merit at Wright-Patterson AFB. on
March 3, 1969. ' Col. Bailey, who at-
tended Eastern in the 40's, was honored
for his work prior to being reassigned to
Southeast Asia in November. He re-
turned to the U. S. to receive his decora-
tion and has since returned to Saigon.
General Jack G. Merrell, AFLC com-
mander, pinned the medal on Bailey,
who was cited for "exceptionally meritor-
ious conduct" while assigned to The
AFLC's Logistics Activation Task Force
and as acting director of Weapon Sys-
tems Program Management. A native of
Corbin, Ky., the colonel entered the serv-
ice after attending Eastern and was
commissioned in 1942. His home address
is 426 Rising Hill Drive, Fairborn, Ohio.
BLUE GRASS RURAL
ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
CORPORATION
"Owned By Those It Serves"
-I'lving- parts of seven counties witli
dependable, low-eost i^ower.
Phone Richmond C2.j l.").'i2
or Xiflinlnsville SS.'>-4]!n
GO ALL ELECTRIC! !
"Adventures in
Europe"
For FREE Brochure, Write:
TWA, Seelbach Hotel
4th & Walnut
Louisville, Kentucky 40202
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Garfield Smith Wows 'Em;
Leads Army Team to Two Titles
Garfield Siiiitli is rapidly becoming
one of L'ncle Sam's favorite nephews.
Smith (Private First Class) is known
to Eastern Alumni and fans as the
second leading rebonnder in the nation
while starring for the Colonels from
1966-68.
He was drafted by the Oakland Oaks
of the ABA, the Boston Celtics of the
NBA, and Uncle Sam. So the pro clubs
had to wait.
The\'ve watched (with awe) while
Garfield has led the U. S. Army basket-
ball team to titles in the Inter-Ser\'ice
Basketball Tournament at Ft. Hood,
Texas.
Smith's team went on to win the
prestigious National AAl' Tournament
at Macon, Ga.
And in both tournaments. Eastern's
own was named Most Valuable Player.
Smith has one more year before join-
ing the Oaks, whose coach, Alex Han-
num, says Garfield could have started
for the ABA Champions this past season
Garfield is stationed at the Presidio of
San Francisco in Cahfomia.
GARFIELD SMITH
Still Going Up
GARY DEAN CALL, '67, is traini
and working in physical conditioning
the men in training at Castle AF
California. Prior to entering the i
Force in December, Gary was teachi
and coach in Green Cove Springs, F
He is married to the former LINDA SI
ROYALTY, '67. who is a private sec
tary in Merced, California. Their ;
dress is 1323 Elm Ave., Atwater, Ca
LTC MARTIN
J.
CUNNINGHAM
recei\ed the Legion of Merit last M
while serving with office of person;
operations. Department of Armv
Washington, D.C. Col. Cunningh.
earned the award for exceptiona
meritorious conduct in the performai
of outstanding ser\ice as assistant exec
ti\e officer.
LTC NOLAND Y. BALDWIN, ',
is attending the U.S. Army Comma
and Gen. Staff College. Purpose of i
course is to prepare the students
dutv as commanders and principal gi
eral officers at di\ision or higher co
niand levels.
ILT ROBERT J. DURHAM. '66,
ceived the Arnn Commendation Mejl
for heroism in action against enej'
forces in Korea. His wife, Lana, hi
at 135 N. Park Blvd., Glen Ellyn, Illin,
CPT GARY T. GIBSON, '64, has j-
turned from \'ietnam where he was •
signed to the .506th Field Depot.
is now a student at the Ordnance Offi;-
Advanced course at the Ordnance Cerl'
& School, Aberdeen Proving Ground, >j.
He and his wife, the former Maiji
West, live at 1009 Plaza Circle, Jop|,
Md. 21085. ' .
A SERVICE TO THE EDUCATION PROFESSION
SEE OUR AD IN THE KEA JOURNAL . . .
I
^^^^(^^^s to EDUCATORS
LOW RATES ON NEW CAR LOANS
PAYMENTS UP TO 36 MONTHS (Deferred Summer Payments If Desired)
Statistics show that Educators are excellent credit risks and as such are
entitled to lower interest rates on loans and our services are based upon
this record, TRY US.
IICSL FOR LOAN APPLICATION
Fill out and return this request to our office and a formal loan application will be sent you by return mail.
Your Name_ Amount of Loan Desired
StreeJ
City
Purpose of Loan
County
Employed By
Position
Names and Addresses of Companies Where You Have
Conducted Credit Business
MAIL TO: Educators Investment Finance Corporation, P. 0. Box 7342, Louisville, Kentucky 40207
i'
ajor Ccncral E. B. Roberts, '39. (right) assumes contiuand of the Isl Caialni Division
irmobih') as lie receives the division colors from Lieutenant General WiUiam B. Ros-
n, deputy commander of the MiUtari/ Assistance Command, Vietnam. The cere-
onies acre held in Mai/ at PIiuoc Vinlt. Vietnam.
IG E. B. Roberts, Class of '39
leads 1st Air Cavalrv Division
Major General E. B. Roberts, '39, oue
the chief architects in the Army's air-
abile concept assumed command in
ay of the 1st Air Cavalrv Division in
etnani.
It was a homecoming of sorts for
iG Williams. He was the first chief of
|iff for the 1st Air Cavalr\- when it was
|ing organized as a test division at
irt Benning. Ga.
jA World War II veteran of the 101st
jrborne. General Roberts was chief of
(ff for the 1st Air Cavalrv in X'ietnam
{fore assuming command of the divi-
tin's 1st Airborne Brigade in 1965. He
11 the brigade in combat until Januarv-,
1966, wlien he went to the headquarters
of the Military Assistance Command,
\ ietnam, in Saigon.
Since then he has served as Deputy
Commander at Fort Jackson. S. C, As-
sistant Commander of the 9th Infantry
Di\ision, Vietnam, and Deputy Chief of
Staff, U.S. Army Vietnam.
A SiKer Star recipient for gallantry in
combat. General Roberts is also a 194.3
graduate of the United States Military
Acadeni}". The Manchester native is a
veteran of the famous Battle of Bastogne.
His wife, Drucilla Roberts, '41, and
tliree children reside in Columbia, S. C.
WEDDINGS
y'ntley-Honetjcutt
IROXALD BEXTLEV. '60. and Can-
ce Hone\cutt were married December
1968. Their address is Bo.x 323,
mine, 41815. Ron is employed with
yal Crown Cola Co. of Whitesburg,
lere he was also president of the
cees last \'ear.
lag-Seiffertt
CAROLYX HAAG, '64. to Rev. Gor-
n A. Seiffertt August 11, 1968. Their
dress is 9511 Seatonville Rd., Fern
eek 40021.
White & Congleton
Company
General Contractors
Lexington, Kentucky
Dunn-BuUock
JAXE DUXX. '68. to Ellis F. Bullock.
Jr.' August 17, 1968 in Louisville.
\Vester-\Vare
.\XXA LEE WESTER, '68, to jOHX
DORSEY WARE, '69, December 21,
1968. Mrs. Ware is employed bv the
Fayette County school s\stem. Their
address is 647 Xakomi Drive, Lexing-
ton 40503.
Butler-ilanley
[AMES R. BLTLER. '65. to Mary
Manley. Dec. 21, 1968. The\- live at
1505 Yates Crescent, Apt. 1, Lexington
40505. James is a sales representative for
Xero.x Corp.
Gosser-SpiUmun
FRAXCES KAY GOSSER. '68, and
RALPH DA\ ID SPILLMAX, '69, were
married Ma\" 31, 1968. They are re-
siding at 409 -Xorwood Dr., Richmond,
while David is completing his require-
ments.
Staggs-Simmons
XAXCY ELLA STAGGS, '68, to Mi-
chael William Simmons, No\'ember 29,
1968. They live at 3868 Arhngton.
Hamilton, Ohio, 45014 where Nancy is
a teacher at Taft High School.
Wihon-WcUs
STAXOLYX G.\IL WILSOX, '68, to
CHARLES KENNETH WELLS, '66,
June 22, 1968. They are living at 4108
Stoneview Dr., Louisville 40207 where
Mr. Wells is attending the Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary.
Skidmore-Sipple
Janice Lurline Skidmore was mar-
ried to HARRY BURGETT SIPPLE, III,
'68, August 10, 1968. The young couple
resides at Stanton.
Tatc-Caywood
Paulcttc Tate and JAMES BASCOME
CAYWOOD, Jr., '68,' were married July
29, 1968 and reside on Route 5, Paris
40361.
Ovcrcasli-Fritz
Lvnda Mar\- Overcasli and SAMUEL
DELBERT FRITZ, '65, were married
June 22, 1968. with her father, Rev. Ed-
ward H. Overcash, pastor of the First
Presbyterian Churcli, Richmond, officiat-
ing. Tliey live at 209 Lake Sliore Drive,
Apt. 1, Lexington 40502, and Delbert is
attending tlie University of Kentuckry
School of Medicine.
Duane-Aspatore
JOYCE ANN DUAXE, '66, was mar-
ried to Edward Charles Aspatore, Jr.,
\\lu) attends EKU, August 17. 1968.'
.\rtliur-FIunary
Ll'CILLE " AXNE ARTHUR and
LOWELL D. FLANARY. '69, were
married .\ugust 24, 1968 in Xorwood,
Ohio.
WiUougldty-CIio
MOXA " LEE WILLOUGHBY, '65,
and Dr. Alfred Cho were married June
16, 1968 in Champaign, 111. Mona re-
ceived her Master of Music degree from
the University of Illinois. The couple
receives mail at P. O. Box 851, Provi-
dence. New Jersey.
]cffries-KeUey
XAXCY LOIS JEFFRIES, '69, and
JAMES COVER KELLEY, '67, were
married August 17, 1968. They reside on
Route 2, Stanford, and Mr. Kellev
teaches in the Danville School System.
Waits-Shaffer
XAXCY K.A.Y WAITS. '68, was mar-
ried to Eric Preston Shaffer on August
9, 1968. Thev live at 310 Romany Rd.,
#3, Lexington 40502, where Mr.' Shaf-
fer is in the School of Architecture at
University of Kentucky.
C^EO
PRtSDGt
D O R T R A I 1
Porliait PJuUugnipher.^
for the Milestone
Imperial Plaza Shopping Center
Lexington, Kentucky
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Bush-RatUff
WILMA JOYCE BUSH and CLEAT-
US ROY RATLIFF. (both '68 grads)
were married Dec. 14, 1968. They live
at 6)2 Northern Court, Winchester where
Wilma is in the accounting Dept. of East
Kentucky Rural Electric.
Hall-Martin
PATRICIA ANN HALL, AA-Nursing
'67, and JAMES S. MARTIN, '68, were
married July 27, 1968. They have been
residing in 'Norfolk, Virginia where Jim
attended CYN School with the V. S.
Navy.
Afein-C/cmo/i.s
ANN KAREN AKIN, "68, to EARL G.
CLEMONS, Jr., "66, on July 27, 1968.
Thev reside in McKee, where Mr.
demons is employed by tlie Jackson
Co. Board of Education.
Talas-Thornhernj
NANCYE HUDNALL PALAS, '62,
and Rudolph Hunt Thornberry were
married June 15, 1968 in Pineville. They
live at 400 W. Beacon Rd., Apt. 609.
Lakeland, Fla., where Mr. Thornberry
is associated with Florida Tile Industries.
JUNIOR ALUMNI
A son, Shannon Phillip, December 19,
1968, to JAMES PAUL MURRAY and
LINDA CROSSFIELD, both '68. Their
address is Box 207, W'oodlawu. Illinois
62898.
k daughter, Deborah .Marie, Dccenibcr
7. 1968, to DONALD D. BAKER, '69,
and his wife, the former HOLL\
BIEDENHARN, '67. Tlicir address is
1999-A Sprinu Station Dr., Lexington
40.50.5.
A daughter. Lori L\iiu, DeceuiluT 9,
1968, to "Mr. and Nhs. |ERRY ALLEN
LEDFORD, '68, (nee Brenda Kaye
Kerr). They live at 89 Calumet Dr.,
Louisville 40214.
A son, Jolm Thomas, lo BOB, '64, and
SANDRA YATES, '65, (;OHLEY, of
16:5 Madison Ave., Danxille 40422, on
April 21, 1968.
A son, Michael Bri.ui, No\('mber 21,
1968, to Mr. and .Mrs. MICHAEL R.
GILBERT, '64, Mrs. C:ilbert is the for-
mer Marv Rose Maucuso and thev live
at 104 Greenlawn Drive, New Albany,
Ind. 471.50.
Brian Russell Webb was born Decem-
ber 9, 1968. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. HOBERT WEBB, '66, (nee MAX-
INE HACKETT, '60) who reside on
Route 5, Richmond. Ma.xine is employed
in the College of Education at EKU
and Hobert teaches in Clark County.
A daughter, Nancv Raw Feb. 20, 1969
to Mr. and Mrs. 'CH.^RLES OVER-
STREET, (nee JULIET STOCKD.A.LE ),
both '68, of Catlettsburg.
A daughter, Darcia Christine, Jan. 29,
1969, to J. D. CHINN, '66, and his wife,
the former Sandra Crowe. They live at
1738 Courtney Ave., Lexington 40502.
A son, David Christian, August 5,
1968, to TODD REYNOLDS, '65 & '67,
and CONNIE SPRATT REYNOLDS,
'64. of 9.32 East Lawn .^ve.. l^rbana,
OH 4.3078.
A daughter, \'alerie L\nn, Februar\-
12, 1969, to Rev. and Mrs. ARTHUR
LEE POTTS, '65 (Nee JOANNE VAN-
PEURSEM, '62) in Ketchikan, Ala.ska.
Rev. Potts serves as pastor of the Hyda-
burg Presbyterian Church in Hydaburg,
Alaska.
A daughter, Lise Michelle, |anuarv 16,
1969, to\lr. and Mrs. E. T. LOGSDON,
Jr., "68. Mrs. Logsdon is the former Ida
Sue Robbins of Richmond. They arc
living at 4714 Holiday Lane, Ft. Wayne,
Indiana 46805. where Mr. Logsdon is
district manager for Texaco Oil Co.
k son. \\'illiam Edward Treadway,
was born March 11, 1969, to Mr. and
Mrs. Wilham Clark Parks of 200 Bur-
nam Court, Richmond. He is welcomed
bv a sister, Marv Clark. Mrs. Parks is
the former MAR"i' JO TREADWAY, '58,
and is a former officer of the .\hnnni
A.ssociation.
A daughter, Mar\el .Miyson, August
8, 1968, to Mr. and Mrs. 'jerr\- Fields,
(nee DORA HELEN CALDWELL,
'60). They also have a son, 4 years,
Marshall Alexander. Dora Helen enjoys
sub-teaching and practicing her home
economics training. Jerry is a lab. tech.
with Proctor & Gamble, Cincinnati.
Their address is Boute 0, Box 168A,
Falmouth 41040.
A daughter. Laura Melanie, Marcli 8,
1969, to Lt. and .Mrs. DONALD HINS-
LEA SMITH, Jr. (JOYCE ANN
LONG), both '68, at Martin Army Hos-
pital, Ft. Benning, Ga.
A son, Patrick, November 1, 1968, t
JERRY DEAN, '65, and his wife, Jud\
They are Uving at 1221 Primrose Drive
West Carrollton. Ohio 45449.
IN MEMORIAM
JOE S. CAUDILL, '48, died Februar;
25, 1969, following a short illness. H
was a representative of the Americai
Book Co., and was a former superin
tendent of Jackson City Schools. Su
vivors are his wife, Mrs. MAYCEI
BAYS CAUDILL, '50, his mother, fiv
sisters, and a brother Major JAMEI
EARL CAUDILL, '56, of Tampa, Fla
His widow resides at 1303 Hawk St.
Jackson, Ky. 413.39.
EVELYN ELLISON, '29, was founc
dead at her home in Cincinnati De
cember 12. 1968.
JERRY WAYNE WTLL0UC;HBY, '5S
March 22, 1968 of a heart attack.
FRED E. RUSSELL. '37, of Lake,
wood, Cahfornia. on Sept. 29, 1968.
Miss MARGARET E. SCHIRMERI
'12, at Carrollton, KY—date unknown.
Miss SUE B. McHARGUE, "10 -
date unknown.
Mrs. LUCY DUCKWORTH McCOY
'23, died January 24, 1969, after a brie
illness. Mrs. McCo\- was 82 years of agi
and had been active in eixic and churd
organizations.
C. FLOYD GAINES, '31. of Owen
ton, died January 23, 1969. He was ;
former school teacher, a retired Fore
dealer in Owenton and a farmer. Sur-
vivors include his wife and a siste-
HELEN GAINES SATTERWHITE, '.30
of Owenton.
The Rev. ARNOLD H. WEBB, '10 -
date unknown. He was from Williams
burg, Kv.
Mrs. MARY WINFREY PHELPS, '60
of Jamestown, Kv. — date imknown.
SHELBY ULYSSES DABNEY, "62,
[amestown, Kx". — date unknown.
Miss NETA KAY RAYMER, '63, i
third grade teacher at Semple Elemen'
tar\' School in Louisx'ille, died Februar;
18, 1969, following a two month ill
ness. She had lived at 611 Kathleen
Louisville.
SUPPORT YOUR UNIVERSITY.
IT IS THE TRAINING GROUND
FOR OUR NATION'S LEADERSHIP!
^e<^te(f'^ J
BEGLEY HRUG COMPANY
"Reliable Drug Service Since 1921"
General Office and Warehouse Located Adjacent to Eastern University
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5 THE FOUXDATIOX for
your Alumni Association, you
been called upon to provide
much-needed support which
meshed our organization into
olid, well-functioning family
ing for the same goal: A better
em.
ir this reason, we are issuing
11 to our alumni to join in our
nal Giving Program. Becau.se
>u, we are moving in the right
?Hon. The \erv success of the
ersity depends largeK upon
support. Todav, we turn to
)0 states and numerous foreign
itries for leadership. This is
result of a small teachers" col-
wliich grew in stature and
tation, sending its graduates
II corners of the globe. Now,
em must turn to vou.
on't vou please join us in this
^rtaking?
each Eastern graduate would
; an annual contribution in the
uit he feels he can afford,
i upon lo\e for his Alma
er and what he believes his
ee has been worth, the .\hmini
ciation would be able to
gthen all its activities.
e are especially proud of the
ler in which oiu" ahnnni re-
Jed to the Century Fund cam-
to provide financing for the
ruction of Meditation Chapel,
ealize that all of om- gradu-
ma\ not be able to become
ncmbers of the Century Club,
we do believe that all can
an annual contribution to the
ni Association. Your gift in
miount is some indication of
ciation for what \ on received
and your desire to make the
opportunities available to
iirst five dollars go to the
.\lumni Association's General Fund
to help proNide the basic services
to the Unixersity and its graduates.
.\ny amount beyond fi\e dollars
is used to support whatever )i\u-
pose designated by the donor;
scholarships, financial aid, work-
sliips, the Mary Frances Richards
Alumni House, the hbrar\- or the
area of greatest need. There are
many things at the University that
cannot be financed with state ap-
[Mopriatiuns, and xour gifts can be
major means of providing tlicse
necessities.
The next time \ou reci'ixc our
reminder to participate in t\]v
.\in.ual Gi\ing Program we hope
\(m will join the growing number
of di'tlicated members of our Asso-
ciation. Your contribution makes
vou eligible for .\ssociation mem-
bership from |nl\- I to Juni' 30 in
the membership year of your gift.
This makes you eligible for all the
benefits of the Association, but it
also provides you an opportunitx
to Iii'lp voiu' Alma Mater as she
has lieljied you.
EK12I
\ LUMXI ASSOCIATION pres-
ident, Ted Cook, has appoint-
ed a committee to study and
re\ise our Alumni Constitution.
Our present constitution was writ-
ten in 1952, and there are several
changes that are required in the
document just to bring it up to
date—such as changing the insti-
tution's name to reflect the 1966
acquisition of university status.
Other areas of change which are
being examined are the addition
of more elected representatives on
the Executive Committee and a
proposal that the outgoing presi-
dent of the Association sei-ve an
additional year on the Executive
Council to assist the new presi-
dent. Thougiit is also being given
to the possibility of adding the
president of each year's .senior
class to the Executive Committee
to serve a one-year term. Clarifi-
cation of eligibility for Association
membership and broader execu-
tive responsibility by elected of-
ficers are other areas of considera-
tion.
William Ken McCarty, '50, Lex-
ington insurance executive, is serv-
ing as tliairman of the connnittee.
Ken served as Association first
\icL' president in 1965 and is serv-
ing with Guv Hatfield, '46, as co-
chairman of tlic Century Fiuid
('ampaign.
Tlie revised Constitution, when
completed and approved bv the
Executive Committee, will be
mailed to active members of the
Association lor their approval. W'e
hope that it will receive a speedy
blessing by our membership so
that our .Association will he a
stronger organization, betti'r
equipped to serve Eastern gradu-
ates.
ei<i*j
1%/rORE THAN 1,000 ahunni and
fricMids attended President
ai:d Mrs. Maitin's reception at the
new Arlington Faculty - Alumni
Center. The mansion was resplen-
dent and accolades were audible
all afternoon. Arlington is certain
to be one of Eastern's most valu-
able assets. Aside from its abvious
social and recreational benefits,
the new center will provide an
opportunity for even closer rela-
tionships and communication be-
tween all members of the Eastern
family.
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Good, Clean Fun
Mud (iiiudl, II. (Mlv: i>i<il>. n LG.
source; cf. I,(i minhlr. mod). 1. wet,
soft, sticky ciii'tli.
<6S
TF COMMON PICTURES are \\ortli 1,000 words, tliis one is price)
If anyone holds anv doubt about how it feels to be pulled throng a
mndhole, the entire sensation is written across the face of this pr y
tug-o-war loser. The occasion of her downfall was the Kappa Al la
fraternitv's Old South Week obser\ance. Recipient of this non-cosmKc
mud bath is sophomore Patsy Raird of Middletown, Ohio,
THE EASTERN KENTUCKY ALUMI
ARLINGTON ASSOCIATION
Membership Application
I hereby make application for Membership in the Arlington Association. My check for the first
year's Initiation Fee is enclosed. you may expect payment
Dote
Signature:
Date:
Name: . —
Business Address: .
Home Address: _
Telephone Number: .—^
—
.
Name of Spouse:
Names and birth dates (mo./yr.) of eligible dependent children:
Type of Membership: Family Individual (check one)
Resident Non-Resident (check one)
Yoo may either complete and mail this card, giving date payment may be expected, or complete and
mail with payment.
ANNUAL ALUMNI GIVING
Eastern Kentucky University
Here is my contribution to the EKU Alumni Association in the amount of: $
Payment Enclosed Expect payment
Date
The minimum contribution is $5.00 which goes toward the operation of the Alumni Office and your
active membership benefits. The remainder of any gift above $5.00 will go to the area which you
choose, (check below).
Where the need is greatest Scholarship Program
Mary Frances Richards Alumni House Century Fund (Chapel)
I
You may either complete and mail this card, giving date payment may be expected, or complete and
mail with payment.
Your Gift is Tax Deductible
BUSINESS REPLY CARD
First Class Permit No. 2, Richmond, Kentucky
MR. S. M. CASTLE
Arlington Association
Room 2, Coates Building
Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond, Kentucky 40475
BUSINESS REPLY CARD
First Class Permit No. 2, Richmond, Kentucky
ANNUAL ALUMNI GIVING
Office of Alumni Affairs
Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond, Kentucky 40475
i
This, quite simply, is a great big thanks. To coin a
plirase from future ahimni, we're "telHng it hke it
is," thanking you for making Meditation Chapel a
near-reality. We are almost there . . . almost. With
a little more help we'll be there. Now it's time for
one last push to get over the top. The Century Club
has openings for just a few more charter members.
If vou haven't already done so, you can still do your
part bv sending your contribution to: The Century
Club, Office of .\lumni .\ffairs. Eastern Kentucky
Uni\ersitv, Richmond 40475.
Thanks.
THE EASTERN ALUMNUS
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Richmond, Kentucky 40475
Entered at the
Post Office at
Richmond, Ky., as
Second Class Mattel
Cover Photos by Craig M. Clover
